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7% Rise for Grad Students, 6.5% Rise for Undergrads, Housing Raised 5%
By Ruth L. Tis dale
Hilltop Staff Writer

preparing the.official document
citing the action of the Board
and representatives from her
The Howard University office said she could not go into
Board of Trustees voted over details.
Student Trustees Jaha
the weekend to accept a proHoward
and Marwan Porter
posed tuition increase of 6.5.
and seven percent for under- said they could not tell the outgraduates and graduate stu- come of the meeting without
the Office of the Secretary
dents respectively.
Secretary of the Board of informing The Hilltop in writTrustees Artis Hampshire- ing.
Trustee Howard met with
Cowan at press time was still

students on Thursday to discuss the reasons for the proposed tuition increases as well
as to answer any questions or
concerns that students might
have had.
"The amount of the increase
was a main concern for students. Many students felt that
6.5% for undergraduates was
too much," Howard said "After
students were presented with
the facts of ri.ses in inflation,

energy, maintenance, and
healthcare, students understood the fact that the university had to raise tuition."
Porter said he interviewed
graduate students to get their
reaction to the proposed
increase and most were against
an increase.
"As the graduate trustee I
presented the graduate students' opposition to a tuition
increase because o,f last year's

Campus ·Elections Begin

increase," Porter said. "Because
of tlie confidential nature of the
Board Meeting I am not able to
disclose how I voted or the
specifics of my presentation."
Last year the )3oard voted not
to raise tuition but raised other
fees instead.
'
The raise vot~d on for the
2003-2004 academic y ear is
double the average rate tuition
has increased each year in
recent years. The average

increase has been three percent
a year.
Students also expressed concerns with the lack of communication
between
the
University and t he student
body.
· "One of the other concerns
was that students and parents
were not notified of the new
increase or reason for the
increase or how the money will

See TUITION page AS

Prof. BaNikongo
Speaks Against
Allegations
Fourth Woman Said His
Conduct was Inappropriate
By Lauren Bayne
Anderson & Kerry-Ann
Hamilton
Ed itor-in-Chief & Campus
Editor

Photo by Melanie Ne-sbil

Campus election season started unofficially on Monday. The official elections season will start after the
General Assembly approves the Elections Comlttees proposed budget. A General Assembly ~eetlng is schedule for this week. The first Speak-Out took plac,e in Drew Hall Monday. From left, Undergraduate Trustee
candidates, Justin George, Kareem Merrick and Paris Pickett.

After hearing that h"o
Howard women spoke out about
one professor's alleged inappropriate behavior toward them,
two other women have since
come forward with similar allegations.
The story was first reported in
Friday's issue of The Hilltop.
Nikongo BaNikongo, an AfroAmerican studies professor, has
been accused of asking three
Howard students to pose in bikinis for the lecturer's magazine,
"Caribbean Pride." A fourth
woman accused BaNikongo of
inappropriate behavior when he
took her to dinner.
Stephanie Holland, a sophomore advertising niajor, said
she declined the offer to pose in
the magazine, while Patrice

Williams [this name has been
changed to protect the identity
of the student), posed in the pictu~es in her underwear and tshirt. William's photos were
printed almost a year later.
Williams and Jenkins said
BaNikongo asked the ,~omen to
pose in bikinis for the "tropical
heat" page of the magazine.
Kalynn Jenkins and Amanda
Peters[this name was changed
to protect the identity of the student), both 2002 graduates of
Howard said BaNikongo acted
inappropriately toward them
while they were students at
Howard as well.
BaNikongo, who has been
teaching at Howard for over 10
years, maintains he has done
nothing wrong and has never
asked a gir l to pose for the magazine while they were enrolled
in his class.
Holland and Williams both
took an Afro-American studies
See ALLEGATIONS page AS

ISAS Launches
Banner System
Upgrade
By Akeya Dickson
Contributing Writer
The conversion from
Banner 4 to Banner 5 over
Martin Luther King weekend
was the smoothest one t hat
Information Systems and
Services has experienced since
the system was implemented in
1999, according to ISAS officials.
Banner 5, the latest version
of the Banner system, was
received by the University
through the (a)* maintenance
agreement they have with SCT
that enables ISAS to receive all
updates and new versions of
the product.
"We got the new version in
late November and put it in a
test environment for different
administrative offices,• said
Chuck Moore, Interim Vice
Provost and Chief Information
Officer.
Through a forn1al testing
process, vaxious administrative

offices such as Enrollment
Management and Financial Aid
used protocols and guides to
use Banner in a test environment within their respective
offices. All glitches• found in
the system during the testing
period were reported to ISAS
and were addressed.
"Once we're satisfied with
the test environment we transferred Banner to a production
system and made it available to
students, faculty and administrative offices Wednesday
morning," Moore said. " This
was the least troublesome conversion yet, largely because we
had the full support of all the
management and staff who
helped test Banner 5."
The advantages of the
upgraded version are largely
infrastructual and may not be
immediately apparent to users.
The most noticeable differences
to an average user are quicker

See ISAS page AS

Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes .
Norto~ Hosts Book Signing in HUB
By Tiffany Mitchell
Contributing Writer

a friend of Norton since they
between the federal government
attended Ohio Antioch College.
and Washington to reconstruct
"People need to hear her
one of the most financial instabilOn Thursday, a long line of voice right now," Lester said, in
ities of the District in the 1990s.
people eagerly awaited to get an response to the timeliness of the
Norton also provided low inautographed
copy
of publication.
state tuition for Washington pubCongressional Representative
No1ton believes at a time
lic colleges and increased home
Eleanor Holmes Norton's new when instability plagues the US
ownership among the District's
book, "Fire In My Soul." The economy, ·minorities are looking
growing population with a $5
event · held ·in the Howard for leaders to speak on their
thousand tax credit for homebuyUniversity Bookstore attracted a behalf and still incorporate racial
ers.
number of Norton adniirers.
dialogue in Congress to defend
But Norton says there is still
The biography, penned by the need for affirmative action.
more work to be done. She sends
author Joan Steinau Lester,
"The [Civil Rights] movea message to Howard students to
chronicles Norton's life from ment tells the story through my
File Photo get out and vote. Norton said last
childhood beginning at U Street life,• Norton said of the book tl1at
elections voter turnouts were a
Northwest to the Delegate's life illustrates her advocacy of First Eleanor Holmes Norton
disappointment.
as a four-decade advocate for Amendment rights as an attorney signed her recently
"I am very proud of this genracial and gender equality as well for the American Civil I,i.berties releaased book at the HUB
eration, but if they are going to be
as her seventh term as House of Union (ACLU) from 1965-70.
Thursday.
leaders they need to register to
Representatives member.
"My mother is a big fan of
vote. If we don't we are conceding
Nmton's platform is consis- Norton. From segregation to [the
· Jimmy Carter. Norton later to our opponents," said Norton.
tent TI1e Washington non-vo,t- present] she has set an example
HBCU councilman David
taught at Georgetown University
ing delegate works tirelessly to for my mother's generation," senHayes,
awaiting an autograph,
gain full voting rights and state- ior political science major before being elected into office in spoke profoundly of Norton.
1990.
hood for Washingtonians. She Jonathan Stokes said.
"Eleanor is blazing a trail and
Wllile Norton served on the
also currently opposes recruiting
Norton served for seven
we
need
to keep the fire going,"
Government Reform and the
youth fo; the war on Iraq.
years as New York City's Human
Hayes
said.
Transportation
and
At the hour-long signing at Rights commissioner and until
"Fire in My Soul" can be purInfrastructure
committees
she
the
Howasd
University 1977. She was then sworn in as
chased
at the Howard University
was provided with $5 billion in
Bookstore, "Fire io My Soul" sold Equal Employment Opportunity
Book
store
or online for $25.
62 copies. Author Lester has been Commissioner by President pension liabilities to liaise

Drew Hall's
Visitation
Revoked

VOICES
&
VIEWS
How do you feel
about the tuition
i11crease?

By Maureen Taylor
Contributing Writer

Credit M:i)'J Gilliam

Residence Life implements new housing sel ection policies for the 2003-2004
academic year.

Jimmy R. Prude, Jr.
J u nior
Information Systems
..One of the N.·a,on, that I left
Alabama ;-\&:\I ,\·a~ due to a
tuiHon increaM.~. 1 do, ho,,ev•
et\ think that an lncrease h
fine os long a~ the ntottc)· i1,
being put to good u-.e b)
increa.,ing leache1·s' snlarfr,
and other ,en·icC.\, ...

Krissy Moore
Senior
Marketing
"Granted there wa-. not a
tuition incn:a,c la .. t )"Car, J
~till do not feel u, tJmugh

there ~hould be one tJ1i, year
n, it appc,1r, that ,ignifiennt
chm,gc, ne,·er nu1terioli,e ...

Residence Life Learns
Learns from Past Mistakes
By Keith L ai ng
Contributing Writer
After surviving the turmoil of space shortages, the
housing lottery and student
outrage over changes in the
visitation
policies,
the
Department of Residence
Life has bounced back,
ready to embark on the challenges the new year presents
and providing quality housing options for the students
of Howard University.
At the start of the spring
semester, several vacancies
cou ld be found in each of the
dormitories. Certainly students living off-campus
would love to be privy to
such information.
Interim
Dean
for
Residence Life Franklin
Chambers believes that the
university makes every
attempt to keep displaced
students i nformed and

updated.
"We constantly contact
students to alert them of any
available space in the
Residence Halls," Chambers
said.
"Additiona lly, we
maintain several listings of
off-campus pr operties on
our website, and our office
bullet in board.•
The previous year's high
enrollment numbers caused
the university to use a lottery system to determine
placement for the 20022003 school year, forcing
many students t o consider
off-campus housing options.
Chambers does not foresee
such problems with the
approaching school term,
feeling that the university
will handle the incoming
students much better.
"Enrollment at the
University is managed, so
accommodating the incoming class should not be a

problem," he said.
Perhaps the most controversial decision made by
Residence Life was to make
the newly renovated female
dorms, Truth and Crandall
into triple occupancy rooms.
It appears that this plan will
be in effect for the next
school year as well.

See LIFE page A3

Phoco Courttll)' of The om« of

Rc\idencc Life

Inte rim Dean of Reside nce
Life Dr. Fra nkli n Chambers

Visitation began officially
last Tuesday, a day some residents
of
the
Tubman
Quadrangle and the Bethune
An nex eagerly awaited, but
Drew Hall residents start the
semester with no visitation.
Disciplinary actions were
taken against the residents of
the all male freshman dormitory at the end of last semester. A
few Drew Hall residents violated various residence hall rules
including property damage and
disruptive conduct. As a result,
all of Drew Hall's residents
have lost their visitation rights
until further notice.
Residence Life officials
maintain visitation is a privilege and in order to earn this
privilege, residents must abide
by the policies and regulations
given by the University and like
in the case of Drew failure to
abide by these policies will
result in visitation loss.
To many students, especially freshman visitation is a
way for friends of the opposite
sex to socialize with one another in various dormitories.
Mark
Lee,
Resident
Director
of Drew
Hall
Dormitory, said it is a shame
that community and policy
rules were violated.
"It's on a community basi,
that things are run and therefore consequences should be
dealt with the same way," Lee
said. "The only way to prevent
th is in the future is student
involvement and participation
to help better behave those
with unnecessary behavior.•
Many Drew Hall residents
like Fletcher Smith, a freshman
Political Science major, dis-

agree with Lee's actions.
"I think that this Gestapo
tactic of punishing everyone for
the mistake of a few is unjustified," Smith said. "We pay our
money to live in Drew Hall and
as such we ought to have the
benefit of visitation.•
Smith also said, "I think
that mandatory service to Drew
Hall in the form of helping keep
the premises clean would have
been sufficient instead of visitation loss."
However, former residents
of Drew Hall said the violations
in the dorm that often lead to
the revocation of visitation are
not new. Jakim Thomas, a
sophomore electronic studio
major, said this happens every
year.
Derrick Williamson, a junior business management
major said that the rules in
Drew Hall are too strict.
"They don't give enough
guys
in
Drew leeway,•
Williamson said. "Even when I
was there they threatened visitation loss. Basically I think
that there shouldn't be visitation if they are going to threaten to take it away."
Present and previous residents of Drew Hall agree that
immature actions of students
are unavoidable in some way,
shape or form . There will
always be a few who disobey
the rules, but this reflects 011
the community.
Aaron Bonner, a freshman
marketing major, says the officials are left with very few
choices other than to punish
all.
"Its unfair that everyone
lost visitation because of the

See DREW page AS

Teach for America Programs Comes Under Scrutinity
Some educators in School of Education remain skeptical of the TFA.
By J anelle Williams
Contributing Writer

Shctoka Ross
Junior
Pure and Applied Mathematics

··1 think that It is fine because
Howard Is a business and it
needs money Just like any
other business. Just
students are demanding more
advanced services, you need
money In ordor to provide
these services

as

"One day, all children will
have an equal chance in life," is
the mission of the Teach for
America program. Although the
organization purports to be dedicated to the pursnit of educational excellence and equality
for all, many educators question
the program's effectiveness.
Teach For America was
founded in 1989 when Wendy

Kopp, a Princeton University
graduate, turned her senior Uiesis into a reality. Driven by her
concern for equal access to education and a $2.5 million dollar
donation from various corporations and foundations, Kopp
created this ever-growing organization.
College graduates who are
required to commit to two years
of teaching in an urban public
school make up this national
teacher corps. The organization's main purpose is to fulfill

the ever-present need for educators within underprivileged
school systems and to build a
corps of individuals who are
willing to contribute to the pursuit of academic c.xcellence and
equality.
Each year over 3000 candidates complete an intensive
selection process that includes a
written application, a personal
interview, group discussions, a
sample teaching session, and
written references. Emphasis is
placed on both academic

achievement and leadership ments workshops which are all
skills during the selection sponsored by the Teach For
process. Indi,,jduals from all America organization. Regional
academic majors and cultural conferences, speaker series, disbackgrounds are recruited, cussion groups, and service projtrained and placed in class- ects are also included to inform
rooms to perform their role as members about issues that
teachers in a time where educa- urban students face.
tion majors are hard to come by.
According to teachforameriOnce selected, participants ca.org, this organization has
are required to attend a five- employed over 9,000 college
week summer training program, graduates since its conception
complete an independent
research project and attend See TEACH page AS
weekly professional develop-

Bison Weighing In

....

The Bush Administration Under the Microscope
By Danielle Scruggs
Hilltop Staff Writer

Vaughn \Vaters

Fresh man
Undecided
" I don't want tuition
to go up because it

may cause i.ome i.'tudents to leave who
cannot afford it."

A2

Tonight President Bush
will address the nation in his
State of the Union speech.
Analysts predict that he will
cover several key topics including the administration's economic stimulus plan, unemployment, the pending war with
Iraq, the war on terrorism, and
affirmative action.
Last week, the Bush administratio n weighed in on the
University of Michigan's admissions policies. The school has
been accused of practicing
reverse discrimination by three
white applicants who say they
would not have been denied

admission had they been
minorities.
Bush deemed Michigan
procedures, which rely more on
wholesale numbers than individualized consideration as
unconstitutional.
The President suggests that
the University of Michigan use
race-neutral practices such as
the one implemen ted in Texas
while he was governor, making
all students from the top ten
percent of every high school eligible for admission to Texas
public universities.
Many Howard students
oppose Bush's stance on affirmative action.
"I feel that minorities can
easily get into HBCUs," says

freshman physical therapy tions for Blacks and Hispanics
major Kelsi Davis. "But we need ill t imed. Histor ically Black
more help getting into schools Colleges and Universities,
that are predominantly white." Histo rically Black Graduate
Karen James, a senior Institutes, and Hispanic-servbroadcast journalism major, ing institutes, will share a $371
partially agrees with Bush's million gift from the governstance.
ment. The administration said
"I feel that Bush is wrong this is an effort to ensure educafor trying to oppose affirmative tional freedom, opportun ity,
action but I do agree that the and access for every American.
process by which the University
Freshman political science
of Michigan issues points major Chris Starks is skeptical
[minority applicants automat i- about the funding increase.
cally get a bonus 20 points],
"I agree with the increased
James said. "I think that there funding, but it sounds hypocritare different ways to diversify ical because of Bush's feelings
schools."
about affi rmative action,"
Some find the President's Starks said.
announcement of a five percent
According to www. whiteincrease to Minority institu- house.gov
website,
the

The Hilltop

President Bush Is expected
to present his State of the
Union address on tonight at
9p.m.

See BUSH page AS
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Grad Student Council Attempts to
Build Bridges with Undergrads
By Earl Fitdmgh
Contributing Writer
First-time Graduate and
Professional students make up
approximately nine percent of the
student population at Howard
University. However, graduate
students tend not to be overly
involved in campus activities and
often are not heard voicing their
concerns about matters such as
housing or visitation. Because of
this, many undergraduate students tend to forget about them.
The Graduate Student
Council
(GSC)
represents
Graduate School students in their
umbrella organization
the
Graduate Student Assembly
(GSA).
Anika Sandy, a graduate student and president of the GSC,
dispels the myth that graduate
students do not face as many
challenges with the University as
undergrads.
Sandy said funding, more
specifically Grad Assistantships,
was one of the major issues concerning students in the graduate
programs.
Assistantships are graduate
financial aid packages. Most graduate students earning their

Masters of Arts or Doctorate of
Philosophy degrees
prefer
Assistantships
they can dedicate themselves to full time graduate work. Assistantships consist
of a stipend in addition to tuition,
but come with the requirement
that the student work a certain
number of hours in their department. A common .vay to fulfill
this requirement is to become a
Teaching Assistant, and teach
some undergraduate courses.
"The GSC is developing a
tv..-o-prong approach to increasing
funds for graduate students. We
are planning to lobby to Dean
Orlando Taylor and Associate
Dean Emmanuel Glak-pe for more
funding, as well as help to groom
and prepare students to obtain
grants for research in their particular discipline," Sandy said.
Although Sandy mentioned
some grad students still have
friends on campus, she also noted
graduate students may feel more
linked to their academics than
student life.
"Many graduate students
remain active in social activities,
but the rigor of graduate study
requires much more time," Sandy
said.
Sandra Jowers, V.P. of the

so

GSC, said the issues that concern Thomas Gilbert attested
non-traditional students as differ"Divinity students feel left out
ing only slightly from those of tra- of the loop," Gilbert said.
ditional grad students.
He attributed this to distance
"For example, students are from the main campus and differgenerally concerned about the ences in age and responsibilities.
war, but in a non-traditional ~tu- "Increased communication and
dents case the wony might stem improved representation are the
from concern for children and only solutions" Gilbert said
spouses who may have to particiBoth representatives of the
pate in the war," Jowers said
GSC cited the recent Morris
Jowers dismissed the per- Brown collaboration as a step in
oeived rift between undergrads the right direction. The GSC, after
and grad students as misin- being approached by Dean Taylor
formed.
with inforn1ation about the issue,
Freshman Harold Wolfinger decided to begin a Jetter writing
said grad students are too busy to campaign. The Council also
get involved on campus.
planned a bus trip to Morris'They work, they commute. Brown, an HBCU whose accrediThey have their own lives, and tation is slated to be revoked in
sometimes families. We still love March, to show support. An
them though," Wolfinger said.
undergraduate student independViece Kuykendall, a Graduate ently involved in the campaign,
Assistant at the Bethune Anne.x, Qiu Burrell's participation and
explained there is a difference in connections brought together
maturity. "Not that undergrads Undergraduate and Graduate stuare immature, but sometimes less dents, as one student body.
e.xperienced. Graduate students
feel they've already been there
To
reach
Graduate
and done that," Kuykendall said.
Representatives Sandy and
The graduate representatives Jowers, call (202) 8o6-4652 oresee non-communication as the mail HUGSC2oo2@yahoo.com.
largest obstacle between the two
student bodies. Fom1er VP of the
Divinity school student council

Residence Life Prepares for Busy Semester
LIFE from A2

process is underway."
Additiona lly, Residence
"This [the t riples] gave us Life has changed the way stua n opport unity to increase d ents will be placed into the
the o n-campus capacity," dormitories for next year.
Chambers said . "It is also The lottery system has been
consistent with our short abolished a nd the due date
te rm goals and strategic for housing deposit has been
plans."
pushed up one month . "The
Residence Life has taken RSVP program is now based
several steps to rectify previ- on a point system, and the
ous problems with student plan will be available soon,"
placement.
According to Chambers said. "The entire
Chambers, the area plans in RSVP has been moved up to
place for several new proper- give students a longer period
ties.
to complete the process."
"The
Ellington
[on
According to Charles
Florida Ave.] is being utilized Gibbs, Director of Onas
Gr aduate/Professional Campus housing, the new
Student Housing," he said. RSVP system will consists of
"The property on 7th and S is points awarded to students
in the process of being con- for such factors as grade
verted to a
Residence point average (GPA), distance
Hall. Zoning a nd Permit from home, community serv-

ice
and
organizational
Howard students seem to
involvement on campus, with be taking a wait and see
the most emphasis being approach t o the changes.
placed on a students GPA.
~I don't really have much
"We felt this change was of fa ith that t he university
necessary because the lottery will find a place for me t o live
basically came down to being because I have previously
a luck of the draw situation,• been
housed
in
the
Gibbs said. "We convened a Doub leT ree
last
year,"
body of cur rent students who Charlyn Anderson, a junior
proposed this point system. from Dallas, TX, said. "If I
The new systems rewards don't get housing, I'll get an
those students are involved in apartment
with
some
the classroom and the com- friends."
munity. We felt like this was
"I hope to be placed in
a necessity given the wait list back the Annex, because I
consisted of over 600 people want to be on the main camlast year, many of whom were pus and that is the best
excellent students. By tak ing option of all the dorms,"
all these factors into account, Asheali Tanks, a freshman
we can level the playing field from Atlanta, GA, said.
and give everyone a greater
opportunity to receive housing."

Director of Annenberg Honors Program Dr. Llndrey
Niles, right, meets with his staff and some seniors in
the program to discuss the program's annual sp ring
break educational trip.

Honors Programs on
Campus Makes Strides
By Rhasheema A.
Sweeting
Hilltop Staff Writer

pus."
Additionally, honors students are required to take
honors sections of 10 courses
including accounting, marketing. finance and an honors
seminar every semester.
SBEL also boasts the best
equipment including a separate computer lab and also
offers laptops to the students.
The
School
of
Communication's Annenberg
Honors Program is the only
honors program that requires
members maintain a 3.5 GPA
throughout their 8 semester in
the program.
"It is a challenge designed
to work toward the highest
capability and maintain a 3.5
GPA,• said Dr. Lindrey Niles,
AHP program director.
AHP offers a bi-yearly
stipend, not a book ,·oucher,
awarded to each student as an
incentive to meeting the program's rigorous requirements.
The additional honors
courses are offered to help
prepare students for graduate
work with the required senior
thesis.
Additionally, the senior
trip is offered as a reward for
coming close and ,;rtually
completing the e ntire program.
"AHP offers advising on

Honors housing, early
registration, and honors
courses are just a few of the
features that accompany
membership with any three of
Howard's honors programs.
With 88 members, the
School of Business Executive
Leadership Honors program
is the second largest honors
program on campus and the
most active.
The SBEL received much
publicity after taking their students to London last school
year. SBEL has the opportunity to travel around the country
to various retreats and seminars including a trip earlier
this year to New York.
Other program activities
include bi-weekly seminars on
leadership and business,
internships, case competitions, and the annual awards
banquet.
SBEL members value the
e.xperience of the program and
are proud to be a part of the
organization.
"SBEL gives students
early eiqXJSure to business as a
freshman through cao;e studies,• said senior international
business major Jakela Parker.
"Vie develop one on one relationships with our corporate
sponsors as a support group See HONORS page AB
to case the transition on cam-

Bison Returns from France:

Adrea Simmons Enjoyed Semester Abroad
By Rhas hcema A .

Sweeting
Hilltop Staff Writer
Adrea Simmons, a junior
marketing major and French
minor from Detroit, participated in a study abroad program
through the American Institute
for Foreign Studies in Cannes,
France. She studied at the
College
International
de
Cannes.
Simmons compares life in
France to a James Baldwin
essay entitled, "A Question of
Identity" - "a self-actualizing
experience, a battle for individuality, and a question of identity."
Now that she is back, she
was happy to share her overall
experie nce.
The Hilltop (TH): How
does studying abroad compare
to studying at Howard?
Adrea Simmons (AS): The
most notable difference in the
atmosphere of t he college
where I studied was the feeling
of relaxation. It felt almost as if
homework and class took a
back seat to the rest of life.

January 28, 2003

Howard.
TH: How does t he food
compare to Howard and the
States in general?
AS: Because of our location, most meals incorporated
seafood ...salmon, oysters, muscles and shrimp. The restaurants and cafeteria dishes have
a lot more nutritious value in
general. Also, mealtime is a
very social time and proceeds
slower than in the U.S., you are
enjoying the food and the peoFile Photo
ple around you. Lunch [typicalAdrea A. Simmons studied
ly] consisted of two hours, and
abroad In France.
we were served.
TH: What is the shopping
Even in most of my classes our like?
main agenda was to learn more
AS: The prices of electronabout the diverse perspectives
ics, like CDs, were more expenamong the student body than
sive. There was a wider range
do book work.
of clothing, but the sizes a re
TH : How was it different
different. The average French
from Howard?
woman is much smaller than
AS: I missed the school
the average American woman.
involvement and tl1e motivaThere were open markets for
tion to be involved in the comspecific and unique antiques
munity around us. The opporand jewel ry. I n San Remo,
tunity j ust wasn't there. Also,
Italy, I found a necklace mad e
as much as I appreciated learnout of copper with gold copper
ing about other cultures I also
settings. It has an art nonveau
missed the ease with which I
look to it and the style is
am able to relate to people at
unique; kind of like a modern

style but it also has a combination of styles from the 20s or

30s.
TH: How d id you get
around to d ifferent places?
AS: Cannes is a small city
and aside from the bus, which
is about the same price as here,
we walked most of the places.
The TGV and Eurorail had low
prices for weekend trips and
also mopeds are popular. We
rented some mopeds for a
weekend and went tour ing
along the moun tainside.
TH: How did you communicate with family and friends
in the sta tes?
AS: The internet in France
is extremely expensive. I would
only send e-mails once or twice
a week. At the college, there
was only one t elephone per
floor. Family a nd friends could
call me there.
TH: What did you like best
about the American Institute
Foreign Studies progra m?
AS: It was beneficial going
through Howard and AI FS
because my scholarships transferred and I was able to go
through the experience with
ease. It was definitely a worth-
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while experience.
TH: What was the most
important thing you learned?
AS: I was able to learn
about the United States in relation to other countries in the
world. As well as where feelings
other countries have towards
the United States stem from.
TH: Do you keep in contact
with any of the people you met?
AS: Yes. I keep in contact
through e-mail with people
from Ghana, Nonvay, Sweden,
Japan and other countries. It is
an awesome way to network for
the future.
TH: For students who are
thinking
about
studying
abroad, what would you tell
them?
AS: I think students are
fearful because they don't
know the language. But
unknown to most students,
most programs have proficiency tests that place them in the
level in which they are most
comfortable, even if the student has no prior knowledge of
the language. It is a valuable
experience that brings about
awareness about other cultures
a nd perspectives. One valuable

Simmons and friends pose
In front of the Eiffel Tower

lesson is to be able to thrive
among other cultures and outside of everyday comforts. It
helped me gain focus for my
future goals.
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New Coffee Shop Slated to Open in Early February
,

Mocha Lounge owner
Carlton Robinson ready
to bring student-focused
coffee spot to Howard
students
By' Ashley Kelly
H~lltop Staff Writer
The burnt orange walls
reflect the radiant light,
which sneaks through the
four windows decorating the
small room. Empty stools sit
waiting for February 15th,
when the doors of the Mocha
Lounge swing open for business.
When the Mocha Lounge
opens, the hours will be from
7-7, but will be extended a
few months after it is open.
Mocha Lounge is located on
the corner of Florida Avenue
and W Street, more specifically behind the West
Towers.
"I think it will be a good
place for the s tudents living
in the Towers, but it would
be hard for it to compete
with Starbucks," said Fred
Jenkins, a junior computer
science major.
Owner Carlton Robinson
se,ems to disagree, however.
Robinson has been involved
in business ventures before
this, having owned a club
and a clothing store in past
years.
Owning a club was a
high-risk business and the
atmosphere was too rowdy,
he says. Instead, he opted to
look into a business that was

Business At
A Glance

,.

1'

.,r
II

Owner:
Carlton Robinson
Address:
Corner of Florida
Ave. and W St.

.. ,,

(Behind the West
Towers)

l'holo by Mary,nn Jomes

The Mocha Lounge sits empty now, with Its windows and doors papered up. According to
Robinson, this will change on February 15, when the coffee house opens for business.

smaller and provided him
with more longevity. This
resulted in the opening of
the Mocha Lounge.
Given his strong optimism concerning his coffee
shop, Robinson is not con-

with Starbucks," he said. "I
have a universal product that
everyone likes. How can I
miss?"
Although Robinson says
he is not in competition with
Starbucks, some students

venient for those who live in
the Towers, but for other
students who are on campus
it would be too far to walk
compared to walking to
Starbucks," he said.
Other students are con-

"J am not in competition w ith Starbucks. I have a
universal product t ha t everyone likes. How can I

miss?"
- Car lton Robinson, Mocha Lounge owner
cerned about commercial
giant Starbucks being a couple of blocks away. He
believes they are totally different businesses.
"I am not in competition

feel location may affect the
lounge's business flow.
Brian Watson, a sophomore architecture major is
one skeptical student.
"I think it would be con-

cerned as to what will make
Mocha Lounge different
from other places in D.C.
Aaron Nelson, a sophomore political science major,
says he would be interested

(U - \V I RE)
GAINESVI LLE, Fla.
Endowments at 654 universities across the nation dropped
an average of 6 percent,
according to numbers released
Tuesday.
'The National Association
of College and University
Business Officers surveyed
schools to find that endowments dropped for the second
consecutive year because of a
faltering economic environment.
"People, even though they
are probably upper-middle
class or wealthier people we're
talking to about these gifts,
don't feel in very good shape
because they're down," said
Paul Robell, University of
Florida Foundation vice president for development and
al~mni affairs.
· The UF endowment,
which consists of monetary
gifts donated to the university,
dropped 8.2 percent last fiscal
year, placing the school 76th
on the list, according to the
survey's numbers. "I'd like to
be higher," Robell added.
Even with the decline, he
said the endowment still
remains at about $600 million
- money accrued since the
Foundation began in the
1950s. "The endowment is the
savings account where you can
never touch the principal,"
Robell said.
"You only spend the interest."
Donors can give each year
with $20,000 as the minimum
amount.
By making a donation, the
benefactor can specify where
and how the money should be
dispersed, Robel! said.
The monies can be used
for a number of purposes
including awarding scholarships or endowing professors,
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he said.
However, the low funds
could make situations for some
students more difficult.
"If you're giving scholarships to a number of students,
and if each scholarship comes
in at a lower level because the
market is down, that has an
adverse effect on the student
trying to make ends meet,"
Robell said.
Mark
Flannery,
Bank.America eminent scholar
in finance, said universities are
not doing any better than the
average investor.
One of the biggest changes
potential donors might experience is having money they
invested a few years ago fall in
value, which affects the whole
volume of money people gave,
he said.
When doling out money, a
university usually just uses the
interest gained over time to
ensure the benefactor's wishes
can be carried out.
•A university endowment is
meant to support an activity
forever, and so the university
foundation has an obligation to
the donor to try to preserve the
real value of his or her gift,"
Flannery said.
"Since they can't control
what happens to stock prices,
they have to be careful not to
spend more money than they
are earning."
One factor that could help
boost donation rates is the tax
advantage people receive if
they have more capital gains, or
assets.
"Because of tax laws, someone who owns an asset with a
big capital gain gets a big tax
benefit from giving the asset to
a charitable organization," said
the Warrington College of
Business professor.
"When the stock market is
down, there aren't so many
people with large assets."

Yes
in going to the coffee shop if
it provides programming
like poetry nights.
"If it's just a ordinary
coffee shop then r will not
go," said Nelson. "But if it
offers other things such as
poetry then I would consider
going."
Robinson assures that
the Mocha Lounge will be
more than just a simple coffee shop.
"The Mocha Lounge will
have entertainment such as
poetry and in the near
future, possibly a three piece
band," he said. He says that
he wants the lounge to be a
place where students can
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Business Briefs

Endowments Drop for 2nd Year
By Staci Zava ttaro

Sche duled
Op ening:
February 15
Student
Discounts :

study as well as relax.
In the rear is the actual
lounge area, which will
include a bar. This will be the
home of the entertainment.
Robinson wants to feature student talent in the
lounge along with profcssiona I acts.
•1 would like to have students' art work on the walls
and have student musicians
display their talents," he
said.
Many students say they
would go to the lounge, but
are concerned about the
prices.
"I would go to the Mocha
Lounge, but it depends on
what the prices are like,
because coffee is just coffee,"
said Byron Hughes, a sophomore biology premed major.
Robinson says his prices
are competitive, but he will
offer discounts to students.
"I am not sure how much the
discount will be, but there
will be some type of discount
for students," said Robinson.

Identity Theft Heads FfC's Cons umer
Fraud Top 10
According to the FTC,
the top 10 categories of
consumer fraud complaints in 2002
include:

With 123 victims for
every 100,000 people,
D.C. had the highest rate
of identity theft in 2002,
according to the FTC.
Overall, the number
of identity theft complaints rose 88 percent
from 86,ooo in 2001 to
about 162,000 last year.
Of those complaints, 42
percent were related to
credit card fraud.
According to the
Justiee Department, up
to 700,000 Americans
may be victims of idrntity fraud a year. On
avara~e, it costs $1,000
for victims to recover
from the damage c:i.used
by identity thieves.

1. Internet Auctions
2. Internet Services
and Computer
Complaints
3. Advance Fee Loans
and Credit Protection
4. Shop-at.Home/Catalog Sales
5. Foreign l\iloney
Offers
6. Prizes/Sweepstakes
and Lotteries
7. Business
Opportunity and
Work-at-Home Plans
8. Telephone Services
9. Health Care
10. Magazines and
Buyers Clubs

Earnings Report Yields No Happy Meal
for McDonald's
For the first time in
its 38 years since going
public,
McDonald's
reported a quatterly loss
0

f

•

$343.8 million, or 27
cents a share for its
fourth quarter.
Having already closed
about 200 stores in the

past year, the fast food
giant says that it plans to
close 517 others this year.
However, the company
plans to open 450 traditional stores this year as
well.
Despite the restructuring and reported loss,
McDonald's insists that it
will continue to offer its
discount ''Dollar Menu.~
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Student Debts Rise With the Cost of
Higher Education
According to a report
released by the State
Public Interest Research
Group, the number of
students
borrowing

money for college rose
greatly beh..-een 2000
and 1992. Sixty four percent of college students
used loans for college, in
comparison to 42 percent
in 1992.
The educational debt
of graduating seniors also
increased from $9,188 in
1992 to $16,928 in 2000,
a change of 84 percent.
The organization iot
their data b\' analyzmg
statistics fron1 the Census

Bureau and the National
Center for Education
St 1tistics.
Accordin5 to ti I.! New
York Times, a third of
collge students owe more
than $20,000 in educational loans while half of
college students graduate
with <111 average credit
card debt of $3,176.
Pait of the rise in student debt could be due to
the
disproportiate
increase in the cost of 1
college
education.
According to lender
Nellie
l\lae,
costs
increased 153 percent at
public universities and
200 percent at private
institutions behveen 1981
and 1994 . Meanwhile,
the median income in the
US increased onlv 75 1,>ercent in the ~aine tnne
period.

The Rich Get Richer, The Poor Get Poorer
According to a survey
released by the Federal
Reserve, the gap between
the rich and the poor
increased greatly between
1997 and 2000.
\'\'hile the median
income of the poorest families rose 14.4 percent, the
median income of families
in the top 10 percent
climbed19.3 percent to
$169,600.
Black families had tl1e
highest rise in net worth
(th.e value of assets minus
debts) with an increase of
13.1 percent, to $19.000
from $16,800. This wa~ a

higher increase thm1 the
average of 10-4 percent.
HoweYcr. despite this,
Hisvanic and non-white
families fared WOI"-C' than
thPir white counterparts.
For example, Hispanic
families' median incomes
dropped $24,700 from
$25.600.
Federal
economists
warn that Hispanic data
could be not completely
correct, since the stucly had
fewer Hispanics than it did
in the 2000 census.
Sources: New York Times,
\Vashington Post and FrC
Photos courtesy of
cnnfn.com and
mcdia.mcdonalds.com
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Tuition Rises 6.5 % for Undergrads, 7% for Grad Students
TUITION from A1

Howard said. "When we went
to classrooms, Blackburn, and
be allocated," Howard said. the Cafe, and we passed out
"Students presented good hundreds of response forms so
points and suggestions to bring that students could voice their
for the board."
opinions.••
Howard teamed with the
Howard also said that
HUSA, UGSA, and the College because the amount o( the
of Arts and Sciences student increase was not made to
council went to different class- known to the student trustees
rooms to notify students of the until t hree days before the
impending tuition increases as meeting, the student trustees
well as the housing increases.
did not have more tirue to pre"We tried to go everywhere to pare more forums.
inform students of the proCharmion Kinder, a senior
posed tuition increases," public relations major, said that

the undergraduate and gradu- and concerns that students had
ate trustees did everything pos- were brought before the board.
sible to alert students of the
"I presented many of t he
impending increase.
response forms that students
"The student trustees are gave me to t he board of
bound to rules and stipulations trustees," Howard said. "The
on when he can release infor- concerns that students presentmation," Kinder said. "Because ed at the forum on Thursday
the administration is slow in was also presented."
communicating with students, I
Graduate trustee, Porter said
believe he did the best job pos- he would not answer any specifsible in communicating with ic questions like whether or not
students about the tuition the board approved the seven
increase."
percent raise or what exactly he
During the board of trustee's said to represent graduate stu•
meeting, many of the questions dents.

Students such as Freddie
Allen, a sophomore print journalism, agree that the tuition
increase is for the best.
"If the funds are used properly than it is all right to raise
tuition," Allen said. "Howard's
tuition is far below that of Ivy
League schools and yet we provide the same type of service. It
will be hard for some students,
but overall it is for the benefit of
the university."
Some students, however, feel
that Howard has raised tuition
without improving the quality

of the University.
"They [Howard] are draining
us financially, but not improv•
ing our living arrangements,"
Vonte Boyd, a jun ior Afro•
American studies major, said.
"Howard needs to rethink its
strategy."
HUSA will hold a town hall
meeting on February 4th to discuss the new increases. The
undergraduate and graduate
trustees will also hold forums in
different dorms as well as in
Blackbum.

Two More Woman Say Professor Acted
Inappropriately
year Jaw student at Howard,
called his office on Monday to
file a complaint of alleged sexu•
al
harassment,
against
BaNikongo.

AePhoco

Kalynn Jenkins, a recent Howard graduate said BaNlkongo
acted Inappropriately toward her while she was a student at
Howard.

BaNikongo said Adams
fought his tenure in 1995 and
class in the summer with pressured a Tenure Committee
BaNikongo. Peters was enrolled member to change her vote.
A memo from the faculty
in BaNikongo's Blacks in the
grievance
committee, dated
Caribbean class in the spring of
2002. And Jenkins said she was May 12, 1997, confirms that
never enrolled in any of hi& there was "a personal vendetta
transpiring within the departclasses.
ment''.
Willian1s and Jenkins allege
The memo reads, "It is unforthat BaNikongo asked to take
tunate
that the chairperson felt
the pictures of them himself.
pressured
to change her recomBaNikongo said that is not
mendation to that of a negative
the case.
'The only type of pictures I one and then once again
would take for the magazine reversed it."
BaNikongo's tenure was later
would be a headshot," he said.
approved.
"We have professional photogIn an inten~ew Adams, said
raphers that do the rest."
he
has never tried to get rid of
Furthermore
BaNikongo
BaNikongo.
alleges that Russell Adams
"I don't have anything
Department Chair of AfroAmerican Stuclics has brought against him [BaNikongo]," he
the allegations against him to said. "I think his behavior is
the forefront as a personal inappropriate."
Adams said Peters, a first
vendetta.

ALLEGATIONS from A1

ISAS fro m A1

later.
Jenkins said she called the
University's General Council
office on Friday to file a complaint of sexual harassment.

said seven
BaNikon~g~o~t
_ o_o~k---:=:::-~~;;;:-.i;'~@
herPeters
to dinner
r
or eight times and
asked her to assist
him with the production of a documentary.
"I did not come
forward
before
because I thought it
was just me," Peters
said. "I also did not
want to jeopardize my
grade in his class."
"BaNakingo told me
to call him 'Jai' and
offered to pay for a trip
to Trinidad to perform
in t!le Carnival," Peters
said. "While in Trinidad
I was asked to [pose forJ
pictures for the magazine [Caribbean Pride]."
She refused the offer. The Spring/Summer 2002 edition of
BaNikongo said he " Caribbean Pride" magazine.
never went to clinner with
Peters while she was enrolled in
While her complaints are
his class and is upset because centered on sexual harassment,
she was given money in Jenkins alleges that BaNikongo
advance, which she never paid offered to pay her $800 to
back.
appear in the magazine in her
BaNikongo said he threat- bikini.
ened to sue Peters when she
"I told hin1 I would rather
wouldn't pay back the money.
have a professional photograPeters admits to owing her pher," Jenkins said that
former professor $200.
BaNikongo asked to take the
"I owed him only $200," pictures of her himself.
Peters said. "I offered to pay BaNikongo denies these allegahim back and he refused."
tions.
Problems for Holland began
After the pictures were taken,
when she accused BaNikongo Jenkins said
BaNikongo
of giving her a grade of an refused to pay her for them.
"incomplete D" because she
BaNikongo said the pictures
wouldn't pose in his magazine. Jenkins had taken were not
BaNikongo said he gave appropriate for publication and
Holland an incomplete because that he told her he would not
she didn't hand in the take pay for the pictures if he could
home final exam.
not use them.
Williams said she was asked
Chrispin Brooks, a senior
by BaNikongo to pose for the print journalism major, said he
magazine while enrolled in his can attest to BaNikongo's proclass. Williams said she posed fessionalism and said the
for the pictures, that he took reports brought forward con•
himself, although the p ictures tradict his perception of his fordid not appear until a year mer professor and boss.

Poindexter, Interim Associate keep track of international stuVice President for ISAS.
dents
responses
when
making
An addition to the upgradBanner is a student inforinquiries and slight cosmetic ed system is the new SEVJS mation system used by over
changes.
screen which is a federal system 500 colleges and universities
• As far as the look and feel, mandated by the government and is designed to pro,>idc supit's easier to navigate through and through the Immigration
port for students, faculty and
the system," said Amanda and Naturalization Service to admin istrative offices. The

Brooks
interned
at
"Caribbean Pride" magazine
and is currently a freelance
writer.
"I was shocked when I read
about the allegations," Brooks
said. "The person I know and
the allegations don't go together. I like his work ethic and he
has always been a serious person."
Brooks described the magazine as an upstanding one,
which he has shared with his
mother.
"It is the only magazine that
chronicles Caribbean concerns
and issues for West Indians living in North America," Brooks
added.
Bianca Renwick, also a former student and current
writer for Caribbean Pride has
not experienced unprofessionalism
while
with
BaNikongo.
"In the last issue I wrote
the 'Home for the Holidays'
article (cover story)," Renwick
said. "He has always maintained a very professional relationship."
Holland and Jenkins said
they might prosecute the
University or BaNikongo for
what they consider sexual
harassment.

Sharon Banks, in the General
Council's Office, is in charge of
hearing complaints concerning
sexual harassment.
Banks would not comment
on the case or whether other
calls were fielded accusing
BaNikongo of sexual harassment.
Jenkins spoke with Bank.,
Friday and said there is a phone
meeting set up for today, in
which she ,viii explain her side
of the story to the University.
Jacques Purvis, President of
the Arts and Sciences student
council, sat on the committee
hearing for the incident with
Holland.
Purvis said the purpose of the
committee was not to review a
charge of sexual harassment
but to review Holland's grade.
Purvis said the sexual harassment charge was never brought
up at the committee hearing.
"With the evidence she provided, it could have seemed
that it was sexual harassment,"
Purvis said. "But on the other
hand, he had good evidence
too."
Peters said she is also plan·
ning to take legal action against
BaNikongo. BaNikongo said he
is also in the process of suing
Peters for the money owed.

File Pholo

Professor BaNlko ngo maintains he has not acted inappoprl•
ately.

University decided in the mid- system in 1998, and all other said Moore. • We're at the front
9os to move to an integrated modules went up in 1999 line with all other universities
student database and created according to Poindexter.
who have Banner.•
SOLAR,
Student
On line
"This is a big step for the
ISAS will consider Banner
Academic Registration, a University. We're maintaining 6 upgrade, which is expected to
homegrown system. They currency with the available
be later this year.
transferred the Admissions product and latest technology,•
office module to the Banner

What do you think?
Write letters to the Editor at
www.thehilltoponiline.com
January 28, 2003
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It's Too Cold!

Hispanics
Outnumber
Blacks
According to the Census
Bureau's first released set of
race and ethnicity statistics
since 2000, Hispanics now
make up the nation's largest
minority group. This trend will
continue to become more
prevalent in the future given
their higher birth and immigra•
tion rates. The current population of blacks makes up 12.7
percent of the nation's approxi•
mate 285 million population.
Hispanics comprise nearly 13
percent of the population.

NA SA Teams with
Teachers
Barbara Morgan, 51, who
quit her teaching job in 1998 to
join NASA's astronaut corps,
will embark upon a 16-day mission aboard the Columbia- the
shuttle now circling Earth, on a
research mission at the international space station.
NASA's next astronaut
class (of 2004) is supposed to
recruit three to six teachers
who will be eligible for multiple
space shuttle flights, as well as
long stays aboard the interna•
tional space station. One member of the teacher team should
be launched a year in late 2005
or early 2006.

From the New England
states to Florida, the eastern
border states- two thirds of the
nation have experienced record
low temperatures during the
last two weeks brought by
harsh, biting winds of the arctic
cold front. New York-has suffered sub-zero temperatures,
causing burst pipes, blown boil•
ers and even the homeless have
sought the ordinarily shunned
shelters. With Thursday night
being the coldest night in DC in
seven years, the front has
caused overall extreme discomfort and chaos among the
affected two thirds of the U.S.
Even President Bush has
reacted to the cold: be ordered
$200 million toward a federal
home heating aid program to
assist millions of people in paying their heating bills.

US Soldiers
Apologize
Maj. Harry Schmidt and
Maj. William Umbach are the
two F-16 pilots of the Illinois
National guard involved in the
first case of Air Force pilots
being criminally charged for a
wartime incident where comrades or allies were killed. They
both offered sincere apologies
to the families of the wounded
and four Canadian soldiers who
were mistakenly bombed during an air raid in Afghanistan
last year. Defending their
actions however, they claim
that their constrained circumstances and lack of information
led them to believe they were
striking at Taliban forces firing
on the pilots.
They are being charged
with involuntary manslaughter,
aggravated assault and dereliction of duty, and can face up to
64 years imprisonment.

How About Those
Credit-less Classes?
By Sean J ackman
Hilltop Staff Writer

Students, faculty and staff
submit a list of proposals during the fall semester and from
Many of us get up and go to this list the courses are chosen.
classes with grimaces on our There were 59 courses this
faces, due to heavy course interterm period. Smith stuloads. We can't wait for the ho!• dents and staff teach many of
idays to get off campus and we the seminars, with approxi•
dread returning. Well, imagine mately 500 people from the
students who come back to college community, including
class as much as three weeks Northampton residents, partic•
earlier and take courses for no ipating.
credits.
The courses themselves are
Smith
College
of of a wide range. From
Northampton, as
r--p,....,,-------- • Par an or ma 1
well as some other
Phenomena" - a
mostly
private
course
that
schools - includattempts
to
ing
Oberlin
debunk pseudoCollege in Ohio
science
to
and
Bethany
• B a s k e t
College
in
Weaving; every
Lin dsborg,
course, no matter
Phoco oourtcS)· \\""'·C1ln.com
Kansas . - offer Students pa rticipate in
how superfluous,
noncredit, non- the fencing class at
attempts to instill
man~atory cours- Smith College.
a lesson in some
es in J anuary
shape or form.
called "interterm"
There
are
classes.
also the perennial favorites.
These classes are meant to The auto mechanics course,
bridge the three-week gap taught by the crew that mainbetween the end of the winter tains Smith's vehicle fleet, junbreak and the start of the ior Laura Freye-Levine's tutorispring semester. The classes al on creating backpacks, pursare paid for by students and es and even clothing from four
give them the chance to take basic types of tape and, of
courses they may not have time course, "Schmoozing 101: How
to during the semester, without to Meet, Greet and Network
the pressure of a normal class Comfortably" have all obtained
load or a grade.
this honor.
Dean Maureen Mahoney
Senior Lynn Peck surnma•
realized six years ago that the rizes the general appeal of the
2,500 students at the all- classes, a student turned
women's liberal arts school instructor for the interterm
were too focused in their "Introduction to Fencing."
schoolwork and implemented
"It's school without the
the interterm program.
school. It gives you independ•
"Partly this is an effort to ence to do whatever you want.
provide stress relief and to have Plus, you get to explore all
some fun," said Mahoney.
these great things."
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Clonaid or Clownaid?
By Ria Marie Davis

Hilltop Staff Writer
Clonaid, a US based human
cloning company founded in
1997 by former French journal•
ist Claude Vorilhon claims to
have produced the world's first
cloned baby using DNA that
was taken from the mother's
skin cell. The infant, nick•
named Eve, was born through
caesarian section on December
26, 2002 to a 31-year-old
American woman in a location
that has remained undisclosed.
Brigitte Boisselier, head
chemist and spokesperson of
Clonaid, announced the alleged
birth as a scientific success.
"Science can be used for the
best and the worst and this is
the best," she stated.
However,
Boisselier's
claims to making the world's
first human clone have been
met ,vith widespread criticism
and a great deal of skepticism
by scientists.
Harold Varmus, former
director of the National
Institutes of Health and head of
the Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center situated in New
York City, said, •we all doubt
it's been done. The smell of
deception and fraud is every•
where in the air."
Vorilhon, a prophet known
as Rael to a "UFO-based religion" named the Raelians,

started Clonaid after he heard a natural in favour of science."
radio newscast of Pope John
Shortly after September 11,
Paul II denouncing "any efforts Vorilhon in a press release stated that, "The only solution for
to clone humans."
This
assertion
gave terrorism is for science to
Vorilhon ·who loves science replace religion."
The idea he says came lo
and considers the Roman
Catholic Church his worst him in 1973 while walking in
enemy" the impetus to begin the woods. He claims that he
his research. Shortly after the was "taken aboard a silver fly•
cloning of Dolly the sheep in ing saucer, where he met aliens
1997, Vorilhon purchased an who told him that extraterres"off-the-shelf' Bahamas com- trial scientists created a life on
pany and declared his plans to earth 25,000 years ago."
The Raelians' interest in
clone a human.
In bis recent book Yes to cloning stems from their belief
Human Cloning, Vorilhon that the human race was genetwrote that, • ... for a minimal ically engineered by these
investment of $3,000 in US aliens and tbat "the human soul
funds, it got us media coverage perishes when the body dies."
worth more than $15 million .... The sect therefore views the
I am still laughing. Even if the recreation of human beings
project had stopped there, it through DNA, and not the soul,
would have been a total suc- as the "key to eternal life."
cess."
Female Raelian followers are
Since Clonaid's publicity, more than willing to use their
Boisselier says that several calls eggs and wombs for surrogate
were received for cloning serv- motherhood in Clonaid's
ices and the company bolstered efforts, giving the association
its cloning program with the access to numerous eggs which
support of a number of are often wasted in attempts at
investors. Mehran Sam, a biolo- cloned embryo research.
gist who once worked at
US President George W.
Harvard University, said Bush said that the news was
''There are many scientists "deeply troubling" and that
among the Raelians; which such an event "underscored the
now boasts about 20,000- need for legislation to ban all
50,000 members across the human cloning in the US."
world.
Keston Jacob, a sophomore
The sect adheres to a doc• Biology major thinks that,
trine that "disdains the super- "Cloning can be valuable and

useful technology, particularly
in the medical and pharmaceutical fields, however as with all
of man's inventions, it should
be used responsibly.•
The association's allega•
tions of cloning have still not
been verified by a test which
would show an exact match
between the DNA of the child
and the mother. Boisselier said
that the parents refused the
DNA testing because of fears
that the court would "take custody of the child, if indeed she
was found to be a clone."
Meanwhile Clonaid purports the birth of three more
cloned children, with Boisselier
stating that "independent
scrutiny" of mother and child
would be allowed in eight or
nine days.
Theassociations' alle•
gations of cloning tJ1e infant
have still not been verified by a
test which would show an exact
match between the DNA of the
child and the mother. Boissclier
said that the parents refused
the DNA testing because of
fears that the court would "take
custody of tJ1e child, if indeed
she was found to be a clone."
Meanwhile Clonaid purports
the birth of three more cloned
children, with Boisselier stating
that "independent scrutiny" of
mother and child would be
allowed in eight or nine days."

"The only solution for terrorism is f or science to replace religion. "

The above quote is from the leader of the Raelian sect- a man named Vorilhon, known as prophet Rael to a religious group
claiming their belief in science over the supernatural. Clonaid was started by Vorilhon as a response to a broadcast by
Pope J o hn Paul liwhereby the Pope denounced the cloning of humans.

Playing With Virtua Life
By Sean J ackman
Hilltop Staff Writer
People wake up and go to
the mall to socialize with some
friends, just another normal
day in America. They tire of the
mall so they hop on a hovercraft
or buggy, jet over to the local
station and hop a ride to a different planet. No, this is not a
dream; it is a venture by There
Inc. to create a virtual universe
where people can socialize
without the co11fusion of chat
rooms or the awkwardness and
emotional investment of physical face-to-face encounters.
In 1998, Will Harvey, a
Stanford Computer Science
PhD and successful game
developer, began working with
Jeffrey Ventrella, an expert on
artificial life from MIT's Media
Lab, on developing a next-generation "metaverse."
There Inc. was born, and
since then, has grown to over
So employees bringing together
deep experience in online com•
munity building, consumer
marketing, PC games, telecom•
munications, and e-commerce
from major companies, including CNET, eBay, Disney,
Electronic Arts (EA), Cisco,
Lucas Arts, Yahoo! and Sony.
Now, after working in
secret for four years, they are
on the brink of being tl1e first
online getaway that gives you
the freedom to play and talk
naturally while having fun and
making friends.
Online games have come a
long way in the past couple of
years and many wondered if
There Inc. has what it takes to

Phoio courtCS) www.thtte.coin

One of t he gaming scenes created at there.com for users to socialize and discover a whole
new way of interaction a nd meeting new people.
beat its competition. Games ging in.
like the legendary "Myst,"
TI1ere is no sequence, no
"Everquest Online" and "The goals or end; people just play
Sims Online" also offer online until they log off. You can
adventures.
expect to meet new people at all
However, ''The difference is of your favorite spots including
'Sims Online' is essentially a bars and clubs, celebrate holi•
game. 'There' is not," Tom days and festivals, enter comMelcher, There's chief execu- petitions, shop, take guided
tive, said. "There is a place. In tours, guide tJ1e new and par'Sims,' you're driven by game take in many other activities
motives. You have hunger, that are a part of normal life.
comfort, a bladder and energy. Cartoon balloons appear over
In 'There,' you're driven by the heads to represent converrelationships."
sations and voice chat is avail•
Also, unlike games like able on a fast internet connec"Myst," which was void of other tion.
human contact, "There" will be
Analysts have estimated
populated with avatars or tllis venture to be an expensive
online incarnations of other challenge but many companies
people across the nation log- including the respected venture

The Hilltop

capital firm, Sutter Hill
Ventures, have backed There
Inc. Darla Marcomb, a
Fremont, Calif. accountant who
tested "There" briefly in
August, said the ex-periencc was
much more "real world" than
any online game.
"It's more of a vacation at
Club Med," she said. "The beta
testing was for three hours, and
that wasn't long enough for me.
I wanted to stay on all night."
Executives promise an
open platform so that anyone
with programming cx-perience
will be able to create their own
custom objects to add to the
"There" universe, lending to the
diversity the experience is
expected to have.
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The State of :Israel
Separating the Facts from Fic.tion: Part 1 of 3
By Bilal I ddin
Contributing Writer
Often when we hear the
name "Israel" many of us think
of ancient Israel, which is mentioned in the Torah, Bible, and
Qur'an. Ancient Israel was
located in Southwest Asia and
was founded by the descendants of Jacob {Israel) in about
1025 Before Common Era.
Prior to the Israelites conquer of this land in about 1000
B.C.E., the region was known as
Canaan and it consisted of the
part of Philistine {Palestine)
between the Jordan River and
the Mediterranean Sea. So,
Palestine is just as ancient as
Canaan and Israel and is also
mentioned in all three of the
scriptures.
The Palestinians of today
are the indigenous peoples of
the Holy Land and can trace
their lineage back to ancient
Palestine. This ancient Holy
Land had many different names

and also many djfferent conquerors. The first inhabitants of
this Holy Land were the
Canaanites and the first groups
of conquerors were the
Israelites, followed by the
Assyrians,
Babylonians,
Romans, Persians, Arabs,
Crusaders, Ottoman Turks, and
finally the British.
This period of invasion
lasted from 1025 B.C.E. all the
way to 1948 not including the
recent group of occupiers from
Central and Eastern Europe. In
between this period the ancient
Israelites were exiled from their
land by the Roman Empire who
destroyed the city of Jerusalem
in 70 C.E. and rebuilt
J erusalcm as a Roman city in
135 C.E. As the Israelites were
forced out of the Holy Land, the
majority of them resettled in
Central and Eastern Europe,
while the Palestinians of the
Holy Land remained there
under the rule of the various
occupying empires.

From 638 to 1099 B.C.E.
Arab Muslims ruled the Holy
Land and built the Dome of the
Rock in Jerusalem, that still
stands to this day. During the
Arab rule of the Hol>' Land they
came in contact with the
Palestinians and hence the
Palestinians of today speak
Arabic.
The Israel that e:icists today
has nothing to do wilh the land
or p~oples of ancient Israel, it is
an artificial entity C'reated by
Jews from Eastern a11d Central
Europe along with tlhe British
colonialists and the Unit ed
Nations, which carve,d out this
state on Palestinian, land in
1948.
The first wave of European
Jews in Palestine arrived as
early as 1897 with the purpose
of colonizing Palestfoe with
Jews from all over the •Norld, an
idea that was discuss,:d at the
World Zionist Congre ;s established in Basel, Switzerland in
the same year. The British, who

colonized Palestine in 1917 after
World War I, pledged support
for the establishment of a
Jewish homeland in Palestine
against the will of the people of
the land.
At that time Jews (only half
of whom were indigenous in
Palestine) made up less than 10
percent of the entire population. In 1947 the United
Nations proposed the recommendation
to
partition
Palestine into two states: 53
percent for Jews and 47 percent
for the Arab Palestinians. At
this time Jews owned less than
7 percent of land and the
Palestinians rejected the offer.

Information was sourced
from The Middle East Conflict
Magazine, produced by The
United Association for Studies
and Research and the
American Muslims for Global
Peace and Justice.

Saving Indian Dancing Bears
By Jon a than Gr annu m
Hilltop Staff Writer
So what's wrong with a little animal entertainment? The
bear enters the arena, spins
around a couple of times, claps
for the audience, bows and
leaves; sounds sintple enough.
Right?
Well, maybe not. The
banned practice in India, whlch
has been mainly instituted
against the members of the
Kalandar tribe who traditionally used dancing bears to raise
money on the streets, can be a
quite rigorous experience for
the bears.
Apparently, the bears arc
removed from their natural
habitat as young as a year old.
The cub may then have a rope
or chain forced through its nose
and most of its teeth removed,
without the use of anesthetic.
According to the World

Society for the
capacity
of
Protection
of
forty to fifty
Animals (WSPA)
bears und curare subjected to rently houses
the bears are
trained to dance
16 nevv memthe heat, cooled bers.
"through
a
regime of pain
,wever,
1nomentarily only this Hc
and starvation."
is just the
This, according
when a child is beginning,
to BBC news,
since there are
results in few sent to pour water approximately
surviving much
1,000 bears
past eight years over their heads. employed
old; whereas in
across India.
the wild they can live up to In addition, an estimated numthree times as long.
ber of 100 bear cubs are taken
Now, in the northern illegally from the wild annually.
Indian state of Uttar Pradesh,
Nevertheless, not all parthere is hope for these age-old ties agree with the retirement of
entertainers. India's first bear these bears. A writer from New
sanctuary has recently opened Delhi, Meenakshi Gnnguly,
its doors to welcome these sloth believes that the confiscated
bears. This sanctuary was fund- bears miss their
work.
ed by the WSPA in conjunction "Unemployment is no fun for a
with an Indian organization, performing bear ... Some have
Wildlife SOS. Dubbed the Agra stopped eating because of
sanctuary, it has a maximum homesickness and one b,ear has

Now they sit and

passed away," be said.
Now that the government is
taking an active role in trying to
take the bears off of the streets,
the owners who do not wish to
tum in their bears keep them
tied to a post outside their
homes.
One owner complained
that, "These bears are very
expensive to keep and now,
instead of earning for us, they
have become a burden." Now
they sit and are subjected to the
heat, cooled momentarily only
when a child is sent to pour
water over their head.
One view, reported by Time
Asia, is to let existing performers remain with tl1eir owners,
as long as they guarantee proper care, but prevent any new
bears from being smuggled out
of the wild and turned into
entertainers.

Are War Heroes Really Heroes?
By Amber Skinne r
Contributing Writer

complete adoration.
its, the Japanese are honoring
"TI1e Japanese worshlpped their crimes."
(Emperor Hirohito] as a God,
Controversy surrounds not
Chinese and Korean sentiment so [those] who tried people for only the actual shrine bu1t also
toward
Japanese
Prime the war crimes could not charge Koizumi, as he is considered
Minister Junichiro Koizumi hlm because the Japanese peo- the first person of great p ower
soured greatly after hls latest ple fully supported hlm. So they from the Liberal Democratic
visi t to the controversial put other high ranking officials Party {LOP) to visit the rr1emoYasukuni War Shrine. January on trial,• said Arisa Nakata rial.
14th marked the third time from Tokyo, Japan, a second
While hls visits reflec.:t the
Koizumi dsited the shrine in year student at Li Po Chun optimism of the Japanese peothree years and has been one of United World College in Hong ple toward the leadership ,,r the
the latest sources of tension Kong. "I personally support LOP, other Asian citizens are
between China, South and [Koizumi]
because
the expressing
deep
North Korea and Japan.
Japanese people believed in the concern. Protest from the genJapan's Yasukuni war emperor. These are the people eral public in China and f:Outh
shrine was constructed in 1978 who died for the emperor, so I Korea demand the promise: tl1at
following the Japanese-Chinese respect them. I think it's such a Koizumj will never again visit
War as a tribute to the 2.5 mil- controversy because (Koizumi] the Shrine.
lion souls of those who died went as a prime minister. If he
Just hours after Koizumi's
defending Japan. For the had gone as an individual, a visit, various Asian go~·ernJapanese, it is believed that the normal person, it would not ments voiced deep regret and
spirits of General Hideki Tojo have been such a big deal."
disappointment.
Although
and other executed war crimiTo the Chinese, North and Koizumi referred to his vi~ it as
nals are enshrined in Yasukuni South Koreans the Yasukuni a promotion of peace and an
and are worthy of being hon- War Shrine symbolizes some- effort t o strengthen t ies
ored as heroes of war.
thing very different and very between Japan and China, the
The fallen Japanese sol- painful.
Chlnese government considers
diers are more than simply
"During the Japanese- Koizumi's visit a symbol that
remembered; at Yasukuni they Chinese war, Japan had many Japan feels no remorse for 1heir
are worshlpped as "deities" who generals that mistreated the wartime belligerence.
sacrificed their lives to create a Chinese. After the war, they
"We are opposed to
stronger Japan. When Emperor died, but the shrine is a symbol Japanese leaders paying their
Hirohlto made the final deci- of what they did," said Fiona respects and worshipping at: the
sion to surrender during wwn, Shang of Jinan, Shandong Yasukuni Shrine to class-A war
ending
Japanese Province, People's Republic of criminals," stated the Chimese
involvement, he had won not China and also a second year Foreign Ministry.
only the support of the student at LPCUWC in Hong
Fanta Gilliam, Howard
Japanese people but also their Kong. "By honoring their spir- University junior Political
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Science major, disagrees that
one country honoring their war
heroes disrespects the fallen
soldiers of another. "What
[Japan] did was bad but
[China] also killed people. You
can't tell someone that they can
mourn and others can't."
Applying the feelings of
these Asian countries to the
Western world, Gilliam said,
"The only possible example
might be if Germany were to
glorify Nazism because the
United States has such a strong
Jewish population."
For Shang, the debate hits
particularly close to home, "I
won't say it's disrespectful, but
I feel attacked - harmed because I have ancestors who
died, and the Japanese generals
are supposed to regret what
they did, but if the Prime
Minister goes there, I cannot
agree because it means they did
not really regret what they did.•
For now, the debate and
hostility between these Asian
countries shows little sign of
diminishing as both sides are
firm in their beliefs and patriotism. It has been suggested by
Chinese officials that this long
standing disagreement might
effect relations between the two
countries.

Microsoft
Blueprints
Jn an effort to assist governments in protecting state
software used for tracking personal data, taxes and national
security, Microsoft Corp. has
announced plans to release its
short-term credit Une of $3 bilsource code for Windows.
Microsoft's Moscow office lion has also been approved
is the first to sign such an just to repay debts to multi-latagreement, but they won't be eral organizations which canthe only ones. Any signatory to not be postponed.
Microsoft's
Government
Security Program will have Whale Monitoring
access to what has been to this
UK and Norwegian scienpoint one of the world's top
tists have begun using whales
guarded corporate secrets. The
mounted with equipment to
signatories will be able to conmonitor patterns in a fjord in
figure Windows to their own
the Arctic Svalbard archipelatechnology, adapting Windows
go. The innovative data- gathto their own specialized needs.
ering method involves three
white whales, known as beluNestle Agrees to gas, that regularly dive to
depths of Storfjorden, off the
$1.SM to Ethiopia east
coast of Spitsbergen- areas
difficult
to monitor from a shlp.
Responding to outrage at
The
whales
carry satelliteNestle's previous demand of
$6m from the Ethiopian gov- linked conductivity-temperaernment, the Swiss food giant ture-depth (CTD) loggers
has u-turned and settled the which measure salinity and
dispute. The agreement to con- temperat ure patterns of the
tribute $1.5 millfon to the coun- fjord during its initial winter
try haunted by widespread freezing. So far, a previously
famine comes after a long- unreported inflow of war m
standing dispute over damages water under the ice coming
for a Nestle-owned subsidiary from the north Atlantic has
nationalized by the Ethiopian been revealed.
government in 1975.
The $1.5 million will be Swaziland Warned
directly donated to famine
relief for the country where Aga,·nst $45m JT
et
'
approximately 11 million peopie face starvation.

The
International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has
issued a warning to one of
IMF Gives
Africa's smallest countries that
the acquisition of a private jet
rgentzna a rea for its young monarch could
After a year of discussion seriously damage Swaziland's
and
consideration,
the economy. King Mswati III
International Monetary Fund plans to buy a $45 million
{IMF) has finally agreed to Bombardier jet. The purchase
allow Argentina some breath- could deplete foreign exchange
ing space to get its economy reserves and deter internationtogether without facing enor- al donors according to the IMF
mous debt to the organization. who say that, "It would send
A $6.78 billion loan package the wrong signals to the world
has been arranged along with that your country does not need
an extended deadline- August donor support if he {King
31- for repayment of the debt. A Mswati Ill) proceeds with the
acquisition of the jet."
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West, BBC reported in late
December.
What then tipped the scales
in favor of the newcomer? The
first round of voting resulted in
Adamkus winning 32 percent
of the votes with Paksas and
Arturas Paulauskas winning 22
percent and rune percent of the
votes respectively. The other 14
candidates each received less
than five percent of the votes.
In
order to win the presidential
By Jon a than Grann um
race
in the second round, which
Hilltop Staff Writer
was run by the top two candi"Who did you say?" Well, it dates, 50 percent of the vote
is understandable that you do had to be won.
Having won by a 55 percent
not know him. He was, after all,
to
45
percent margin is somethe challenger. Quite actually,
thing
that was achieved by
his success against the incummore
than
Paksus's stunt plane
bent, Valdas Adamkus, came as
antics
and
flying to several of
quite a surprise to many peohis
meetings
in a helicopter.
ple. But he did it.
Congratulations
to Paksas represented the rightRolandas Paksas, the new pres- wing Liberal Democrats and
ident of Lithuania. Paksas is campaigned from a position of
change, which included t he
relatively new to the political
arena, having entered the fray development of the most radijust five years ago. Previously, cally market-oriented economy
he was in business and even a that Lithuania has ever seen.
fought
aga inst
challlpion acrobat, who also Paksas
has his pilot's license. What Litlrnania's person of the year
for 2002 and came out on top.
more can we ask for?
Some
analysts believe that it
In his five-year jaunt in
was
in
part due to the fact that
politics, he has twice been
Adamkus
did not campaign
mayor of Vilnius {capital of
enough
after
the first round of
Lithuania) and prime minister.
elections.
It was only a matter of time
Or maybe, it was simply
before he received his chance at
time
for a change in Llthuaroa's
the presidency.
young
independent history.
In contrast, the incumbent
Maybe
it was time for
president, Valdas Adamkus, a
someone
younger,
someone
former citizen of the United
who
could
run
the
country
and
States, is widely credited with
cleaning up Lithuanian busi- entertain the people simultaneness, speeding up post-commu- ously. Not many people really
nist reforms and overseeing hls know why Paksus was elected,
country's historical moves but most are hoping that this
towards integration with the decision was not a mistake.

Global Politics
Victory for
Rolandas Paksas
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TEACH from A2
who have in turn impacted the
lives of more than 1.25 million
students. These participants
have been placed in 13 distinct
geographic areas' ranging from
South Central, Los Angeles to
Baltimore, Maryland.
Teach For America teachers get paid and are exempt
from paying a portion of their
academic loans. According to a
recruitment
advertisement
found in the Hilltop, individuals
who commit themselves receive
a full teacher's salary along with
a $9,450 education award and
loan forbearance.
To many, Teach For
America is seen as a commendable and a much needed organization that is beneficial to both
the students and teachers
involved. However, some argue
the exact opposite.
Critics of this organization
claim that it is most beneficial
to its participants and it proves
to be harmful to the students
involved.
Lemekia Andrews, graduate Reading Education major,
agrees that Teach For America
participants may benefit more
than the students they teach.
Andrews said the participants
are not only getting paid for
their work as teachers, but are
also given loan forbearance.
She maintains the participants
for the most part are not truly
committed to the craft of teaching.
"The participants definitely
benefit more than the students
especially considering the setup," Andrews said. "Teach For
America teachers are only in the
classroom because they are getting something in return. As a
result, the students of these
teachers suffer."
Critics further argue that
these teachers are not properly
trained and therefore cannot
provide the quality education
that is needed.
Fang Wu, Department of
Curriculum and Instruction
Professor in the School of
Education, says the five-week
training program offered to
Teach For America participants
is not enough.
"We are not just looking for

DREW From A2
actions of a few but I understand why it was taken,"
Bonner said. "If we want to be
treated like adults we have to
act like adults."

warm bodies in the classroom. insist that it is beneficial to all
We are looking for profession• involved. According to teachals with proper training which foramerica.org, 77 percent of
takes years and a lot of prac- principals who have supervised
these teachers rate them as bettice," Wu said.
There are other faculty ter than other beginning teachmembers in the School of ers. Furthermore, 54 percent of
Education who also do not sup- Teach For America teachers
port the Teach For America ini- extend their tenure in the classtiative. Joan Brown is the direc- room or take on other roles
tor of Transition to Teaching, a within the field of education. To
new program that will proi~de some this dispels the argument
guidance to individuals from that Teach For America teachother fields who have an inter- ers are not truly committed to
est in teaching. Brown is also the field of education.
against the Teach for America
In fall of 2002, the Teach
For America prog:,-am was given
approach.
"It is a smack in tne face of a one million dollar grant from
students who go through the the Fund for the Improvement
front door," Brown said. "We of Education, an organization
have an excellent program here that supports activities that
and we hope to create teachers stimulate reform and academic
who are truly committed in improvement.
their hearts. It takes time to
"This grant will give Teach
produce quality educators."
For
America
additional
A study done by David C. resources to accommodate
Berliner of Arizona State many more recent graduates,"
University validates the argu- said U.S. Secretary of Education
ment that Teach For America Rod Paige. " In turn, many
teachers are not properly more youngsters in our nation's
trained for their job. After schools will have the opportunistudying 109 pairs of certified ty to benefit from the top-notch
and under-certified teachers, training and dedication to
Berliner found that students of excellence provided by Teach
Teach For America teachers For America."
had an academic growth that
Teach For America particiwas 20 percent less than stu- pants such as Ariel Frey, a graddents of certified teachers. Also, uate of Harvard University,
students of certified teachers believe that involvement in this
outperformed students of program can help an individual
under-certified teaclters in the become more focused and
areas of reading, math, and lan- improve the academic lives of
the students that are being
guage arts.
According to an article by taught.
"If you have plans to return
Berliner
entitled
'The
Effectiveness of Teach For to school as a student, Teach
America and Other Under- For America will give you expeCertified Teachers on Student rience in the world outside of
Academic Achievement, "the academia which will allow you
present policies allowing under- to re-enter your studies with a
certified teachers, including realistic perspective of the
those from Teach For America, problems that people face,• said
to work with our most difficult Frey who said she exceedingly
to teach children appear harn1• increased the mathematics
ful," Berlin said.
standardized test scores of her
Berlli1 further argued that students.
such policies increase differWe attempted to contact a
ences in achievement between representative from Teach For
the performance of poor chi). America, but our efforts were
dren, immigrant and minority unsuccessful.
children, as well as those chilFor questions or more
dren who are more advantaged. infonnation about Teach For
Despite these arguments America
contact
admission@teachforamerica.or
made against the Teach For
America program, defenders g or 1-800-832-1230 ext.225.

For all other dorms except
the East Towers, which has 24
hour v1S1tation, visitation
begins
Sunday
through
Thursday visitation hours
begin at 12:00 p.m. and end at

12:00 a.m. Friday through
Saturday visitation hours
begin at 2:00 p.m. and end at
2:00 a.m.

BUSH il rom A2
President is s lated to discuss
his proposed (; 674 billion, 10year budget package. The Bush
administration will be spending
about 56 per<ient of that, or
$379 billion oni the Department
of Defense.
The Bush administration
also plans on I! liminating taxes
on most corporate dividends
and earnings puid to shareholders, speed up :)cross the board
cuts in tax rate:s, and offer more
tax relief to married couples
and families ,dth children.
The administration estimates about ,, o percent of the
tax cuts in its plan ,vill benefit
those with incomes above
$200,000, who account for five
percent of the population. This
is a practice etf supply side economics, the be:lief that large tax
cuts are a way of stimulating
economic growth.
Senate Democratic leader
Tom Daschle, in a January 12
article published in the
Washington Post, said he is
doubtful that this plan will
work.
"Bush's ·plan is stimulus for
the rich and. a sedative for the
rest,• Daschl.e said.
Debby Lindsey-Taliefero,
associate pr,ofessor of economics, is critical of the new economy plan.
"I'm really for the tax break
for marriedl couples because
right now th ere is a penalty for
married co1,1ples. But the true
middle clas,: needs the tax cut,
not the corporations because
the corpor.;1tions, like Enron

and World Com have shown
they won't use the money
responsibly," Lindsey-Taliefcro
said. " Bush thinks this will get
more people to spend and this
will stimulate the economy but
an amount like $300 is noth•
ing."
Princess
AwoonorWilliams, a PhD student in economics, agrees with Lindsey's
point-of-view.
"A lot of companies don't
even pay dividends, only a third
of all companies actually pay
dividends. You have to make a
profit I order to pay dividends
and right now a lot of compa•
nies are not making a profit,"
Awoonor-Williams said. "Bush
is trying to stimulate the economy by getting people to spend
but I don't think it will work."
Bush opposes abortion and
has plans to banning late-term
abortions as well as human
cloning.
In a phone call to antiabortion demonstrators on
January 22, Bush said, "I have
signed Born Alive Infants
Protection Act, opposed the
destruction of embryos for
stem-cell research and refused
to spend taxpayer money on
international programs that
promote abortions."
The President also said
partial birth abortion is an
abhorrent procedure that
offends human dignity.
•we must not create life to
destroy life," Bush said.
Students
like Sheena
Johnson disagree with Bush's
plans to try to ban late-term

abortion.
'Tm pro-choice. It's a
woman's right to choose, and I
feel it's violating her rights as a
person to take that choice away
from her," Williams said.
Bush is ex'Pected to drum
up support for the war if Iraq
fails to disarm. The president is
also a proponent of regime
change in Iraq. This effort to
enter a war with Iraq ignores
the cries for peace all around
the world.
U.N. inspectors are in Iraq
currently looking for weapons
of mass destruction namely
nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons. If Hussein does
not comply with nume rous UN
resolutions to disarm his country, the Bush administration
says it will order troops to
forcibly disarn1 the country.
Senior accounting major
Marlon Griffin is against
America entering a war with
Iraq.
"Bush is only doing it for
the oil. He's painting a picture
of America being a bully. It's all
about power.·
However, freshman politica l science major Jasmine
Wilson is not against a war with
Iraq.
"I'm for the war. I have a
friend that 's going, but [people
in the military] make a conscious decision to go and fight.
I respect them lea ving to
defend America."
The President's State of the
Union Address is scheduled to
air on the major television networks tonight at 9.

HONCIRS from A3

than courses for the general stu- and the New York Times.
Collectively, the honors prodent body. These courses include
composition, philosophy, litera- grams on campus produce talent•
scltedules and registration [both]
ture and civilii.ation," said Daniel ed and successful leaders, includfor honors program (requirev.ruliams, program director.
ing some of the most prestigious
ments] and major to get out on
scholar awards (Rhodes, Truman
"Our
mission
is
to
offer
stutime with ~ : little drama as possible," said Vincent S. Willian1s, dents the opportunity to write and Fulbright) and also many of
proposals, to engage in activities the student body officials and
AHP gradunte assistant.
that extend their education is leaders.
·we en,:xiurnge students to be
some
way outside of the curricuNiles effccti"ely summariz.es
active in ex Iracurricular activities
the overall purpose of honors prolum."
and clubs If. practice leadership
The Arts and Sciences grams: "With high acade mic
skills related to major."
honor's program also offers tick- achievement and a greater chalSophomore PR major Sandra
lenge in college, students will be
Wortham 1,ppreciates the semi- ets to various cultural activities
several times per semester for better prepared for professional
nar courses and the career adviseplays and musicals.
career and lifestyles.
ment.
Unbeknownst to many, the
To learn more about the
"I just wish there was a more
honors donns were started by the Honors Programs contact the
tangible benefit for taking extra
Arts and Sciences honor's pro- respective offices in the Scho,,Lq of
courses," v. 'ortham said.
gram
a few years ago to create an Business and Communications ru,
The Clollege of Arts and
environment where students can well as the College of Arts and
Sciences tl!onors program has
study in quiet surroundings with Sciences.
about 300 students with twothirds of the members in either students who are taking the same
courses.
pre-med 01• pre-law.
Members have access to daily
The co'Urse load is "meant to
issues of the Washington Post
be a moN• challenging version

GW ENG IN EERIN IC1:

LEADING
TOMORROW'S GLOBAL SCIENlIFIC COMMUNITY.

At the forefront of scientific research, the School of Engineering and
Applied Science is ideally situated to provwde students with a
wealth of educational opportunities that 1r,xtend beyond the four walls
of a classroom. Part-time and full-time, undergraduate through postgraduate, degree and certificate candidati~s. domestic and international
-our students converge in our nation's ca,pital to develop skills and
knowledge that will enable them to become tomorrow's leaders.
Join us for our spring Graduate Programs Open House on January 29th
from 6:30-8:30pm. For more information and to RSVP visit us at
http://www.sea s. gwu. edu/ad missions/open house/.
.
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SCHOO L OF ENGINEERING ANO APPLIED SCIENCE

THE GEO RGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

www.seas.gwu.edu • 202.994.8675 • engineering<Jlgwu.edu
GW is an equal opportunity affirmative action institution.
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2003 Howard University Homecoming Steering Committee

Rapture: Legend in the Making
Homecoming 2003

Available Positions
Vice-Chair
Operation Manager
Public Relations Director
Vending coordinator
Fashion show coordinator
Step show coordinator
Pageant coordinator
Gospel show coordinator
Chair's assistant
Treasurer's assistant
Operation's assistant
Office assistants

Pidv-up App~~ LN\113 ~_/,~

-J-•

Yll Cent-er-

S---·~ Act'wlt:~
RWll 117

App~~ruAR/by
February 3, 2003 ~LfpWll
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HOWARD
~U N IVERS IT Y

SOOKSTORE
Vil VJ
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e'.

H U 8 0 0 K 6 T O R

C O t,1

Brougt1t to you by:
The Howard University Bookstore and .
The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity! Inc.,

Beta Chapter
"•••r,oR A COMPl.ETil~ LISTING OF OUR UPCOMING EVEN'lS , PL.£ASE VISIT US ONiJNC ,••••

DEXTER SCOTT
KING
SIGNS

''GROWING UP
KING:
AN INTIMATE
MEMOIR''
THURSDAY, JANUARY 30,

2003

5:30 PM--7:00 PM

HOWARD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
2225 Georgia Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20059
202..238-2640 or 1-800·919-5997
www.hubookstore.com
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Tampa's Defense Earns Super Bowl Ring

Men's Basketball

Coppin State (4-12, 4-3) 73
Bethune Cookman (2-13, 1-6)
69
Hampton (11-4, 7-0) 66
North Carolina A&T (0-13, o-6)
61

South Carolina State (8-7, 6-0)
76
Norfolk State (8-8, 5-2) 64
Delaware St (6-9) 56
UM ES (2-14) 46
FAMU (8-7, 4-3) 85
Morgan State (3-1 4, 2-5) 65
Woman's Basketball

Coppin State (6-10, 3-4) 72
Bethune Cookman (8-9, 3-4)
62
Hampton (10-6, 8-0) 66
North Carolina A&T (1 -13, 1-6)
47

South Carolina State (5-1 0, 34) 70
Norfolk State (5-10, 4-4) 74
Delaware St(S-7, 7-0) 59
UMES (6-10, 3-4) 54
FAMU (7-8, 3-3) 49
Morgan State (1-14, 0-6) 23

By Thomas Savage
Sports Editor
In one of the most dominating performances seen this
yea r in professional football,
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
defeated the Oakland Raiders
48-21. The greatest show on
Eart h, the Super Bowl, proved
to be one of the n,ost unevenly matched games of the season.
The game started off with
the Rod Woodson of the
Raiders intercepting a thirddown
pass from
Brad
Johnson.
The Raiders
marched down the field and
completed the drive with a
40-yard field
goal
by
Sebastian Janikowski.
On the ensuing kick-off,
the Buccaneers looked to be
headed for trouble as a bad
call by the referees granted
the Raiders the ball off of an
Aaron
Stecker
fumble.
Fortunately, through use of
the NFL's instant replay system, the Buccaneers were
given t he ball right back with
a John Gruden challenge. The
Buccaneers were ab le to
march down the field and tie
the game with a 34-yard field
goal by Martin Gramatica.
The Raiders then attempted to score again, but Dexter
J ackson had other plans as he
intercepted a Rich Gannon
pass allowing Tampa to march
26 yards and add another
field goal. With a bad pass
from Gannon, Dexter Jackson
was able to intercept his second pass, giving Tampa the
ball at Oakland's 27-yard line.
With great field position,
Tampa wasted no time, taking
only four plays to score a
touchdown on a two-yard run

by Mike Alstott. With a 13-3
lead, Tampa lined up for the
kick-off.
With another defensive
sta11d, Oakland was forced to
punt the ball away, giving
Tampa the ball al their own
23-yard line with 3:45 left in
the first half. Tampa marched
the entire 77 yards and Brad
Johnson was able to complete
a five-yard pass to Keenan
Mccardell for a touchdown.
Tampa went into the locker room at half time with a
20-3 lead. In the first half,
Oakland was only able to
manage 58 yards, compared
to the 198 yards that Tampa
gained. Obviously the quickness of the Tampa defense
was too much for the Oakland
offensive line as they gave up
three sacks in the first half.
With the start of the third
quarter, Oakland did not look
to have been influenced by
any half time speech as they
failed to score and were
forced to punt. With the ball
at the eleven-yard line, Tampa
marched 89 yards and capped
off the drive with a second
touchdown pass form Brad
Johnson to Keenan McCardell
making the score 27-3.
Dwight smith joined
Dexter Jackson in the interception column the very next
drive, and then ran it back for
a touchdown.
That gave
Oakland a commanding 34·3
lead with 4:47 left in the third
quarter. The Tampa offense
was not able to move the ball
at all at this point, having only
3 first downs, compared to the
20 that Oakland had.
Oakland then tried to get
something going as Rich
Gannon threw a 39-yard pass
to Jerry Porter. The initial

Bison Track Teams Steps
Up To Competition
By Thomas Savage Jr.
Sports Editor
The men and women's
track t eam traveled to the
Maryland Invitat ional this
weekend.
This meet featured some of
the best competition that the
Bison has faced all year. In a
field of over 20 teams, the
Bison competed in the morning and afternoon meets
against track powerhouses
such as West Virginia,
Clemson, American
and
Miami. The Bison were able to
make a good showing, as they
placed in several events.
On the women's side, the
Bison were impressive in the
morning meet. Leonie Prao
finished tenth in the 60-meter
dash with a time of 8.15.
Michelle Williston finished the
day with an impressive 2nd
place finish in the 400-meter
run. Her time of 59.49 was
among only three women who
ran under one minute.
Not far behind Williston
was Shannon Chism, who fin, but still had its bright spots.
ished the 400-meter run with a Jacoby DuBose and Donnel
time of 1:01.38. In the 800- Coleman finished 3rd and 4th
meter run, Krystal Perkins in the 60-meter dash with
placed fourth with a time of times of 8.72 and 8.76. In the
2:24.64.
men's high jump, Donald Rose
Nubia Murray finished in a placed 3rd with a jump of 1.88
four way split for 8th place in meters. Ricardo Jones finthe high jump with a final ished 8th in the longjump with
jump of 1-47 meters. In the a jump of 5.84.
long jump, Lakesha Richmond
The women fared well in
finished 3rd with a jump of the afternoon meet and they
4.89 meters. Corrine Salmon were able to compete against
also placed in the long jump many more competitive conwith 9th place finish on a jump testants. Erica Day finished
of 4.65 meters.
with a 25.06, and finished 5th
For the men, the morning in the 200-meter dash.
meet was not as productive,
On the men's side, Dennis

798
Washington tied for 6th place
in the 200-meter dash with a
time of 22.86.
Adetola
Adewodu placed 6th in the
400-meter run with a time of
49.99. Leon Snyder ran a
1:57.58, which earned him an
8th place finish in the 800meter run. Lance Gross placed
2nd in the long jump with an
impressive 7.18-meter jump.
Gross was only .03 meters
away from a first-place finish.
The Bison look forward to
this weekend, when they will
travel to University Pa rk,
Penn. to run in the Penn State
Open Invitational.

call was an incomplete pass,
but after a challenge by
Oakland coach Bill Callahan,
the play was over-turned and
the touchdown was awarded.
With the score 34-9, Oakland
attempted a two-point conversion, but was unsuccessfu l
due to a sack in the backfield
by Simeon Rice.
The Oakland defense suddenly came alive and forced
the Tampa offense into a
t hree-and-ou t
possession.
Tim Johnson of the Raiders
was able to block the punt of
Tom Tupa, and Jerry Porter
recovered the ball for a 13yard touchdown return . With
the score 34-15, Oakland
at tempted another two-point
conversion, but was again
unsuccessful as Tim Brown
was unable to some up with
the Rich Gannon pass.
With just over 14 minutes
to go in the game, Tampa
marched down the field, but
failed to score as a miss-snap
caused Gramatica to take a
tackle in the backfield on the
field goal attempt. With the
ball at their own 22-yard line,
Oakland marched down the
field and was able to score
with a 48-yard touchdown
pass from Rich Gannon to
Jerry Rice. With the score 3421, Oakland attempted their
third two-point conversion,
but again came up short as
Rich Gannon's pass to Terry
Porter was ruled incomplete
in the back of the end-zone.
With
6:06
seconds
remaining, Oakland was only
two scores away from taking
the lead, but the Tampa
defense proved to be ready for
the occasion. Forcing a punt,
Oakland got the ball back, but
was unable to complete a pass

Jon Gruden, Head Coach of the Tampa Bay Buckaneers celebrate s the team's win.
to the right team as Derrick for a so-yard touchdown.
Brooks picked off Brad With two seconds remaining
Johnson pass for a 44-yard in the game, even the Tampa
interception return making defense did not have enough
the score 41-21.
time to score again and Super
With 1:18 left in the game Bowl XX>,..'VJJ ended with a
the Raiders refused to give up, 48-21 Tampa Bay Buccaneers
and attempted to move the victory. Even with a loss,
ball again hoping to bring the Brad Johnson still manage to
score closer. However, the get his name in the record
Tampa defense decided to books, as his five intercepkeep pushing as Dwight Smith tions now stand as the Super
made his second interception Bowl record.
of the game and returned it

ESPN Makes Stop at Howard
By: Thomas Sa,·age
Sports Editor

with a clreer
forum
on
Wednesday,
Howard University has
January 29, in
been selected to host the
the basement of
ESPN
presentation
Cramton from
Seasons of Change: The
10:00am until
African American Athlete.
2:00pm. At the
The show will be taped in
forum, students
Jesse
Jackson, will be able to speak with,
Cramton Auditorium today Rev.
at 7:00pm. The show is the Tennessee Titans running and learn from some of the
Eddie
George, industries top professionfirst of over 60 hours of back
Washington
Redskins
black history programming
als. At this forum students
that ESPN has planned for assistant general manager are encouraged to bring
Mitchell, resumes for possible job
Black History Month. John Bobby
Saunders will be hosting Congressman John Lewis opportunities.
the event for the second and many other distinThe taping will be free
year in a row. The show is guished guest. The panel to all students on a first
expected to air on Sunday, will discuss the role of the come, first serve basis. The
February 2 at 6pm on African American athletes doors to Cramton will open
in the community, the at 6:10 today and remain
ESPN.
Forty years after the image and marketing of open until the taping
March on Washington, African American athletes begins. This will be an
ESPN will be returning to and other topics surround- excellent opportunity for
the District to raise the ing the role of African students to grasp the true
question, are blacks living Americans in sports.
meaning of being an
ESPN and ABC will African American athlete.
the dream. Some of the
confirmed guest includes: also follow up the taping

Wf.r for Sports. Come to
the Budget Meetings
Tuesdays at 7:00 pm in
Hilltop Office, Plaza
lktel, West Towers.

lle

Jordan Left Out as NBA Announces
Starters for NBA All-Star Game
By Ethan Zagore
Contributing Writer
Last Thursday, the NBA
announced the starters for their
52nd Annual All-Star Game.
This year's contest will be held
in Atlanta on Sunday, February
9tl1 and everything seems to be
right in place for tile world's
best athletes to showcase their
talents.
As with any NBA All-Star
game, a few regulars were once
again voted in as starters by
fans around the world. The
Western Conference starters
include Houston guard Steve
Francis
(second
All-Star
appearance), San Antonio forward Tim Duncan (fifth),
Minnesota forward Kevin
Garnett (sixth) and Los Angeles
Lakers guard Kobe Bryant
(fifth). For the first time in his
career, Bryant was tile leading
vote getter finishing with
1,474,386 votes.
The big news came from
Houston's rookie Yao Ming, as
he beat out Los Angeles Lakers
center Shaquille O'Neal for the
Western Conference's center
spot. Yao is the first rookie
voted to start an All-Star game
since Grant Hill in 1995. He is
also the first rookie in five years
to be selected to an All-Star

game (Tim Duncan, 1998).
As
for the Eastern
Conference, Philadelphia guard
Allen Iverson (fourtll), Orlando
guard Tracy McGrady (third),
Toronto forward Vince Carter
(fourth), Indiana forward
Jermaine O'Neal and Detroit
center Ben Wallace (second)
make up the starters.
Much controversy surrounded the voting of Vince
Carter as an All-Star starter
over Michael Jordan. In what is
probably his last year, many felt
that Jordan deserved the
respect of fans worldwide and
should have been voted to start.
Compounding tl1e issue is the
fact that Carter, while an established superstar, has only
played 10 of his teams 43 games
through Sunday.
Jordan is a lock to be selected as a reserve for the East and
a scenario could occur where
one of the starters (probably
Carter or McGrady) ask Jordan
to start for them out of respect.
However, the league has tile
authority to prevent that from
occurring because league rules
state the starters are determined solely by fan voting.
This year All-Star ballots
were available on NBA.com in
11 different languages. Also,
fans had the opportunity to vote

at all NBA arenas and over
1,000 retail locations, including
Best Buy.
The 29 NBA head coaches
have voted on the reserves and
the results will be announced
today. If for any reason a player
that has been selected cannot
participate in the game, NBA
Commissioner David Stem will
choose an alternate.
As for the coaches,
Indiana's Isiah Thomas will
coach
the
East
while
Sacramento's Rick Adelman
will lead the West. The head
coach of the team with the conferences best record through
Sunday is selected to coach the
game.
Dallas clearly has the best
record in the West, but because
Don Nelson was the coach of
last year's squad, he is ineligible
to coach tllis year's game (New
Jersey's Byron Scott is also ineligible).
Staying with the common
trend of throwback jerseys, the
East and West squads will wear
the jerseys from the 1988 NBAAll Star game. The jerseys from
the 1988 game were selected
because 13 of tl1e NBA's
Greatest 50 players were featured in the 1988 All-Star
Game.

Something to Talk About
By: Keith Sneed
Contributing Writer
Have you ever been
around someone that just
would not stop talking?
Someone that talked so much
that you had to just leave the
room whenever they are
present? Pretty annoying
huh? Well that is what football fans will have to deal
with, at least for the next 365
days, from Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
Keyshawn
Johnson, and Warren Sapp.
In Super Bowl XXXVII
Tampa beat the Oakland
Raiders like they had stolen
something. As if these two
talkative stars couldn't find
enough to flap their gums
about already. The AFC
champs looked like the AFC
chumps when they failed to
show up in San Diego this
past Sunday. The regular
season MVP known as Rich
Gannon surely did not put on
an MVP performance by
throwing 5 times to the boys
wearing the red jerseys,
which is now a Super Bowl
record. The three-headed
monster of the Buc's defense
was alive and kicking from
the start. Simeon Rice kick
started it off by sacking

Gannon on second and short
on Oakland's first drive that
resulted in a field goal after
an interception by Charles
Woodson on the third play of
the game. This defensive
stand set the tone for the rest
of the game. The Tampa
Defense, which ranked tops
in the league, totally domi•
nated the high-powered pass
happy offense of the Raiders,
which also ranked tops in the
NFL. The games MVP's,
Dexter Jackson and D,vight
Smith, must have made deals
with Gannon. before the
game because they connected for two interceptions
each. Derrick Brooks also
added a pick for a touchdown
that took all of the air out of
Oakland's sale as they put
together a late charge. It is
too bad that Tim Brown
could not capitalize on what
could be his only chance at a
Super Bowl. Maybe John
Gruden will come back to
Oakland next year and let
Brown borrow his for a
while. Not likely! Gruden
looks like he has found a
home in southern Florida,
with a ferocious defense that
will be considered one of the
best of all time. Maybe one
of these days he will find a

quarterback and then they
will be unstoppable on both
sides of the ball.
True
enough, Brad Johnson was
the winning QB, and he gets
the credit he deserves, but
we all know about Johnson's
woes here in the District. He
can enjoy this ring, but don't
look for his face on the next
box of Wheaties. He ,viii be
remembered for this Super
Bowl just as much as the
winning Quarter Back from
Super Bowl XXXV. Now that
Tampa has won a ring, they
will not just be remembered
for going winless until midway through the second season of their existence, or
those God awful tangerine
and white uniforms! Tampa
has now forgotten about
those days when they were a
laughing stock, remember
the Tampa Yuks. Who is
laughing now? One thing is
for sure; Keyshawn and
Warren are going to laugh a
lot longer and louder than!
anyone else. Oh yeah, John
Gruden, he is laughing too.

Fellowship opportunity for sophomores and
seniors interested in careers in the Foreign Service
·'·
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Applications are now available at the
Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs
Center
for the 2003 Thomas R. Pickering
Foreign Affairs Undergraduate
and Graduate Fellowship Program .

•••
♦

For further information p lease contact
the Diplomat-in-Residence, Nick
Williams, at 202-806-5904.
The deadline for submission is February 28, 2003.
There will be an open house info session in the Bunche
Center Jan. 30, 2003/rom 12pm - 5pm
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VOTED 1 1 IDEAL EMPLOYER BY BUSINESS STUDENTS,
UNIVERSUM UNDERGRADUATE STUDY, 2002

II
xTAX 2002
Last fall, 700 students from 21 colleges and universities were given a difficult task: create a tax
strategy that promotes economic growth for a nation. Their ideas were evaluated by a
panel of PricewaterhouseCoopers professionals, who named the top teams at 21 campuses.

Join us in congratulating all the students
who participated and the top team from
Howard University:
Erik Causey
Patrick Clarke
lrumire David Okhumale
Sydney Singleton
Melissa Williams
Alphonse Hill, Faculty Advisor

O 2003 PrlcewatemouseCoopers UP. Price'.-.a1orhouseCool)et'1 rofors to the U.S. firm of PncewatemouseCoopc-rs lLP and the olhef member r,rms ot PrieewatarhouseCoopars tntematiOnal Limited, eaoh of v.'hich is a sepii,ate and independen1 tegal ent.ty. We ein, proud to be ein Afftm'lative
Action and Equal Opportun4y Employe,.
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AISHA CHANEY,
Managing Editor

JOSEF SAWYER,
Managing Editor

CASSAUNDRA CUMBESS, Editorial & Perspectives Editor

Support Graduate
Programs at Howard
t's that time again. ety of different reaso'ns. Some
Graduating seniors are students just want a change
busily applying to gradu- of scenery, while others may
ate school programs across feel that graduate programs
the country. As you make one at other schools have more to
of the most important deci- offer.
However, there are many
sions of your life, it is imperative that you consider your opportunities here at Howard
soon t o be alma
mater, Howard, as
a possible avenue
to further your
education.
T
h
e
Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences
recently held a
recruitment fair for
seniors here at
Howard. As an
incentive, the first
one hundred attendees with a 3.0
grade point average or better that students may not be
had their application fee aware of. For example,
waved. There is an outstand- Howard is home to many
ing acceptance rate for doctoral programs that are
Howard's undergraduate stu- scarce elsewhe re, such as
dents into its graduate pro- atmospheric science and
nutritional
science.
grams.
Many seniors opt to Furthermore, Howard boasts
attend predominantly white the largest number of PHD's
universities for graduate pro- awarded to Blacks than any
grams. Thls may be for a vari- other university.

I
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By supporting the
excellent graduate programs
that are offered here at
Howard, we will help to
strengthen them even more.
Students are encouraged to
not just take what you've
obtained from HU in your
undergraduate
years and run with
it, but to give back
by exploring even
higher education at
this great institution.
So,
whether
you arc a freshman,
sophomore, junior,
or senior , you
should plan ahead
and th in k about
what direction you
want to take when
the time comes. Do not
underestimate the acclaimed
graduate school programs
here at Howard. It is up to us
to support and sustain the
wonderful programs that this
university has to offer beyond
undergrad.

Our View:
It is importantfor students
to look into graduate school
opportunities here at
Howard as an option.

Hooray for New Housing Policy
ince the announcement
of a new housing RSVP
process hat will put an
end to the randomized lottery selection process of the
past, there has
been more than a
little debate about
the matter around
campus.
Many students were upset
about the new
RSVP process and
claim that it is an
unfair policy that
will discriminate
against those students who are
uninvolved and
have
lower
G.P.A.'s. We couldn't disagree more.
It is not to say that
these types of students ought
not have housing. However,
if there is a limited number
of housing assignments that
can be distributed, who
would be the better pick - a
serious student who works
hard to maintain a good
G.P.A. and is actively
involved on campus, or a
student with a below-average
G. P.A. who only comes on
campus to attend class when
they feel like it?
Furthermore, those
that oppose the new RSVP
policy fail to pay attention to

S

the other criteria. It is not
just about grades and
involvement, but the same
emphasis will go t o distance
from campus. In all fairness,

is part of a Greek letter
organization in order to
obtain housing. There just
needs to be some indication
that
you
deserve
it.
Remember
that
housing is not guaranteed for juniors
and seniors anyway.
It is common knowledge that a 2.5 is an
acceptable G.P.A. to
be a part of campus
organization s and
the like, so there is
no reason to believe
that it wouldn't be
an acceptable G.P.A.
for getting on-campus housing.
In other words,
a lot of the apprehension is
unnecessary. This new policy
is not some unorthodox
method that is unheard of.
After all, your G. P. A. and
campus involvement is what
got you to Howard in the
first place. If anything, this
new RSVP process will
encourage students to work
harder and become more
involved. Hands down, it is
far better than having your
name pulled out of a hat.

Our View:
The new criteria for
awarding on-campus
housing are well thought
out andfair.

a student from Seattle or San
Diego should be given housing over a student from
Northeast O.C. or Prince
George's County. Sure,
almost everyone would prefer the convenience of living
on campus, but if it is not a
necessity, why should students who live nearby be
given housing over a s tudent
who comes from the other
side of the country - or even
the other side of the world?
The answer is, they should
not.
Simply put, the criteria are not impossible standards to meet. You do not
have to be a 4.0 student who
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BaNikongo Responds
to Allegations
Door Hilltop,
I deeply regret the impression left of our publication,
Caribbean Pride magazine, in a
recent article published I believe
that a more balanced view could
be afforded, if I had a greater
opportunity to respond to the
concerns of the reporters. 1 welcome a chance to distinguish
allegations from facts.
With regard to an "incomplete grade" received by the student in question, it ought to be
!mown that such a grade was
granted because by the time a
grade had to be submitted, I was
not in possession of the student's
final e.xam which was a "takehome". I apprised her in person
of that fact and attempted to
inform her of the deadline by
phone to no avail.
n1e "dinner" to which the
student refers was in fact a meeting at a neighborhood dinette the purpose of which was to
present a detailed structure of
what was to be written and to
ha,,e an agreement on a contract.
The meeting took place at
5:00pm in the early evening,
lasted not more than 45 minutes
and was consumed totally by discussion of two possible topics,
the nature of the magazine and
the terms of the contract. The
student had earlier bought and
had in her possession a copy of
the then current issue of the
magazine. Although an article
for which a contract was signed
was never produced, the notes
and structure provided were utifu.ed to publish an article elsewhere.
The student's statement that
she was taken to an "aparbnent"
is disingenuous in that she is
fully aware that the offices of the
magazine are housed within a
unit of a condominium building
converted for use as office space.
Moreover, she agreed to be
brought to the office for the specific purpose of executing a final
agreement of the contract which
she reviewed and signed in the
outer area of the office and
received a copy of said contract
after it was signed by a colleague
in an adjoining office.
In the four years of publication, the magazine has consistently included a "Beauty Page".
Only the Spring/Summer
Special Issue contained more
than a single page with a model.
The pictures featured are usually
fashionable. Caribbean Pride
magazineiscalleduponregtlli'lrly to cover beauty pageants many
of whicl1 are heavily represented
by Howard students some of
whom have made request of our

style editor to be featured. It is
not unusual that Howard student have obtained opportunities in our magazine. Our "fashion & style" editor trained· the
Howard Student so heralded by
the university for winning the
Miss.
America
pageant.
However, no student has ever
appeared in a magazine of which
I am editor while in my class;
that is verifiable.
Many other Howard students have been given opportu•
nities to write for the magazine
on paid contracts, some have
done internships for credit at our
facilities and indeed we have
served as such a facility for students from other institutions.
Some students, aspiring models
and actresses, joined by other
actors, models and photographers have had the opportunity
to travel on vacations subsidi7.ed
by the magazine. I have never
been present at any of those
tours.
I believe it would be more
accurate to contrast the females
depicted in our magazine with
what one sees regularly in
Essence, Ebony, or Jet where we
pale in comparison for the bodily display of women. Certainly
we don't come close to what was
published of the 2002 Howard
Homecoming in the November
2002 issue of the magazine, "DC
One'1.
Everything we do at the
magazine, we do by contract
whether for monetary payment
or college credit by an approving
school and department. The student was never asked to pose for
the magazine. She was asked to
provide a picture for the article
she was preparing, in this case,
an article on "Caribbean Soccer
Players at American Colleges".
That did not require any picture
that could remotely be considered lewd. She received a grade
based upon the materials she
submitted. By giving her an
incomplete grade, her ability to
later submit the "take home"
exam which had not been
received
was
preserved.
Furthermore, I specifically
requested tl1at her exam not be
graded by me and that her grade
be calculated without my input
in a bid to assure her fair treatment. I agreed with the final
grade she was given which was
calculated based upon her earlier
test and paper soores which she
has never questioned and the
points she was given by the person grading her final exam.
Dr. N. BaNikongo

''Absent
Professors"

Dissenting Opinion

If It Ain't Broke, Don't Fix It
Keep the Lottery: Point System
for Housing Unfair
Lauren Bayne Andel"bOn,
Jozcn Cummings,
Aisha Chaney,
Jaulle Bellavance,
Chandra Anderson,
Titoma~ Snvage Jr. &
Bernard "Poet" Murn,y

Herc at The Hilltop, some of
our GPAs nre a 2.6. This is not
because we aren·t concerned "ith
our studies, but because wc work
hard, we put ourselves through
school and wc just don't have time
to study as much as we·d like.
Our sitlk~tion isn't unlike tho.c
of other Howard students.
But DOW GPA, in addition to
community ser.ice and campus
involvement, may be the detemuning factor in whether Howard students will get housing,
This sy~tem is extremely
uofuir and creates a system ofhaves
and hnv(.~nots.
People who have to work to
support the1nsch't!S and have lower
grades bccau..., of it may be unfairly ldl out ofhotlsing.
Thi~ creates an t."Conom.ic
divide among students who are all
here to get an education and should
be treated equally.
While living off campus, it is
not uncommon for a student's
grades to drop because of factors
making it hard to get to campus on
time- or at all- for study groups
and class.
KC\:ping students "'th lower
GPAs off campus "ill not help the
situation, it will only wors.,n iL
With the !)351 system of a lottery eve1yone bad an equal shot at

housing. People submitted their \\ith.
names and they were pulled at ranIt's no secret that the different
dom. Some people got housing, offices at Ho-.,-ard do not comm1miothers didn't. but in the end. most cate "-ell. This,,ill just m.'lke anothpeople respe<.ted the sr-,tem.
er line for students to stand on,
With the new ~em. there is another phone call they will ha,.., to
much room for speculation.
make and another office they ba,-e
This system seems skewed. to get papem-ork from.
Who is to say that hou.sing will not
In addition, for as th05e "ith
unfairly be assigned to those who high GPAs there is already housing
ba,-e pledged or become a Campus set aside for honors students in the
Pal because of things like "campus East Towers.
involvement•
The fact of the matter is that
F\1rthennore, since when does each of us has a different stoiy. To
a student's grades or outside some of usa high GPA comes easiinvoh-ement affect their need for a ly. Some of us want to join a camplace to live?
pus organization or donate our
The students here worked time to the community. But for othhard to get into Howard, now that ers, different things take precethey are here, they each decide their d~ncc.
0\\11 destiny and determine what is
And those people-who don't
more important to them. As long as want to be as involved or can't for
a student's GPA is high enough to some reason- shouldn't be punkeep them in good academic stlnd- ished for that. Tbafs what makes us
ing, they should be treated the same individuals.
as e,-eiyone else.
The bottom line b that those
The new system is unclear and with lower GPAs pay the same
mny Jea,·c students conlilSt'd as to amount oftuition (if not more after
what they sbo,~d work on to secure schola™lips) as those \\bO have
housing. What \\ill be counted high GPA.s. So they should not be
more: GPA, community senicc or treated any differently.
campus invoh-ement?
We consider the new policy to
And who will o-.-crlook this to be discriminatory and hope that it
make sure that each criterion is will be overturned.
counted and applied equally and
If it is not, we feel it is
fairly? Who will make sure that cer- absolutely neoo,sary for some type
tain groups aren't benefiting while of ovcisight committee to be put in
others suffer?
place to m.'lke sure tbing,1l arc done
Furthermore, why create a in the fuircst way po~<ible.
longer paJ)('r trail for student:; to
This is a di.s.,enting opinio11
ha,-e to sift through'f The nev, sys- from The llilltop Editonal Boord.
tem "ill inmlve other offices, such Send letter,; to the cc/itor to thehi//•
as Student Activities and others, topon/ine.com.
that students will now ha,-e to deal

Healthier Eating Habits Must Develop at Howard
When I picked up a copy of
the Hilltop recently, I noticed a
familiar smile on the front cover.
I knew this person only through
a "hi• bye," casual conversation
relationship. However I !mew
she was a very active part in our
global community, so I assumed
tile article was one of praise for
her work. When I read the title
next to the article, informing me
that this person died recently
due to a heart attack, I could not
believe it so I didn't. I read the
name, and immediately went
toward my year book, hoping the
name in the newspaper did not
match the name in tl1e year
book.
I did not know Brandy
Renee Jeffers on a friendship
basis, but I knew her. v\l'hen I
eventually came to the realiza.
tion that I would never again see
her face of joy which was so
common to me and my perspec•
tive of our global community, I
was deeply saddened by our loss.
At the time, tl1e cause of this
woman's death was irrelevant to
me, what was relevant was that
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she is gone from us. TI1at is all
that matter to me at the time.
Then a few days later, as I
walked into the West Towers, I
saw two friends of mine at the
front desk with many belongings
in their possession. As I began
to speak to one of my friends, I
noticed that the otl1er friend did
not seem too mobile. He moved
slowly and talked faint. As I
looked at him, the friend of
whom I was currently in conversation, spoke the words that at
the time brought tremors to my
soul, "He had a heart attack."
These two incidents hurt me
immensely not just because I
knew the two individuals, but
because of how they happened •
heart attacks.
Howard
University I make this nex-t
statement with the utmost sincerity, "EAT RIGHT!" I definitely do not claim to be an
authority on African- American
health, but I will say that our eating habits as a University, as a
people are terrible. TI1ere has
to be a certain amount of
urgency among us as a commu-

nity to try to correct this problem we have.
I am a strong advocate for
gradual progression. We cannot
just correct our eating habits
overnight, but we can correct
them. Ordering fast food at late
hours of the night every time one
gets late night cravings is not
healthy, we know that. Eating
omelets from the Cafe every
morning with ex-tra cheddar
cheese in the middle is not
healthy, and we know that.
Eating fried chicken wings and
steak & cheese sandwiches from
the Punch-out everyday is not
healthy, and we know that.
Liquoring ourselves up every
Friday & Saturday is not healthy,
and we know that. Since we
already know what is not
healthy, let's put what we know
into action.
Let us instead gradually
began to satisfy our late night
cravings with fruit, vegetables,
or granola bars. Let us make use
of the vast menu the Punch-out
has and maybe order a cold cut
turkey sandwich or a fruit salad.

Let us wake up in the mornings
and eat a bowl of cereal or a cereal bar with orange juice. Let us
attempt to have fun on weekends without our friend "Remy,"
or for you soldiers out there"Mr. Gem Clear."
I would not ask anyone to
attempt something that I myself
am not attempting. So my
Howard family, we can do it
together gradually. I know that
my habits are going to change,
not just because 1 have noticed
my personal improvement, but
because I have willed it and I
know that I am capable of
accomplishing this, just as I
know all of you are.
If one strays away from this
plan, it is okay, that is why it is
gradual. Just get back on track
and handle your business. 1 am
not Mr. Perfect myself. I feel
that one has to play after hard
work. After you have watched
what you have eaten all week,
then treat yourself with something but don't pig out! While
you are treating yourself just
keep in mind two things. First,
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know that a day will come when
you will feel it unnecessary to
treat yourself for your work.
Lastly, you are doing this
because you want a healthier
you.
I am not here to be a father
for any of you, so do not at all
think that I am telling you what
to do. However, the situation for
me is a simple one. I do not
want to leave someone else's
perspective of our global community based upon health complications that I can control
myself. Maybe the situation is
even simpler for others - maybe
you just want to be healthy.
Whatever the reasoning may be,
Howard we need to change our
eating habits, if not for yourselves, then do it in honor of our
fallen Howard global community sister, Brandy Renee Jeffers.
Robert L. Anderson is a
sophomore political science
major
from
Bladensburg
Maryland

College students throughout the nation wake-up, get
dressed, and huny off to class
only to find an absent professor when tliey arrive. In fact,
this happens so frequently
that a rule bas been adopted.
I'm sure we are all familiar
with the "15 Minute" rule.
While the popular response is
a feeling of relief or great jubilation, ha,•e you ever really
tllought about the affects of
professors missing class?
Think about it, each semester
college students come up with
a means to pay ever-increasing tuition (another article
altogether) in order to attend
class. But when the professor
is a no-show what then? Arc
we offered a refund? Are we
offered a make-up day? I, for
one have never been offered
either of the two, but I have
systematically been given a
balance of tuition each semester. This is what I believe to be
a fleecing of college students
nationwide, including students at Howard University.
The beginning of the
Spring 2003 semester I found
myself angered by tile consecutive absenteeism of a professor. Mind you, the semester
began January 7, by January
14, three of my classes had
come and gone, and I had yet
to meet my professor. While
efforts were made during the
3rd class to provide a syllabus,
I attended three classes of
which were paid in full and
received no teaching or
instruction. I must mention,
the professor was extremely ill
after an overseas trip, and I
am sincerely sorry, however,
that is approximately $35.42
gone down the broke student's
drain and into the administra•
lions purse. Indeed., I have
done the math and while I am
not Mathematics major, it was
not difficult to realize that
absent professors are costing
us money, not to mention
knowledge to be learned.
IfI pay $4700 +intuition
alone and choose to only show
up to half of the classes then
that's my stupid decision,
Howard University loses no
money whether I attend class
or not. Either way, the university has the necessary funds to
ensure the university runs
properly to provide services to
the students, which includes
the salaries of the profossors.
Whether or not I attend class
does not take money away
from Howard University, they
have their money before I can
even attend class. Professors,
on the other hand, are being
paid by US to teach US.
Therefore, when they are
absent, an entire class of students is being ripped off.
Taking all of this into consideration on a larger scale, if it
costs students $35.00/per
class for an absent professor,
imagine how much money is
lost per semester! Indeed, my
fellow students we are being
taken!
•
My fellow Bison, when
your professor misses a class
you have just given money
away to the university, who
has their same greedy hands
out for the next semester.
Why not subtract the hours
my professors have missed
from my tuition balance?
Because this takes too much
consideration in student
interest of which we all know
the board of trustees is not
concerned with. And, since
we are only steps away from a
tuition increase, we will all
soon Jose more money.
Takara Swoopes
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All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full, the 1\1esday
and Friday before publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for meetings,
seminars or
nonprofit are charged SS for the
first 20 words and SI for every
additional five words. lndividuals
advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged as local companies with a rate ofSI0 for first 20
words and S2 for every S words
thereafter. Personal ads are S2 for
the first 10 words and SI for every
additional S words.

Students Faculty Staff
Top Prices paid
For Used and Unwanted
textbooks
TAJ Book Services
(2 02 72 2 0701
)
•
Outside (202) Call
1-800-223-8250
Since 1982

1------------
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Spring Break
SPRING BREAK 2003 is DO\\
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre,
Las Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza:
Book early and get FREE
MEALS!
Student Express sponsors the
BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried
Salespeople, Campus Reps, and
On-site Staff. Contact '"' w.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.
SPRING BREAK! Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan, S. Padre,
Jamaica, Florida, Bahamas
# 1 parties with exclusive appearances by DJ SKRlBBLE and
SHAGGY!! Reliable a ir and best
hotels. Call 800-787-3787 or ,·isit
WW\\.studentexpress.com for details.

# 1 Spring Break Free Trips,
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
Partiesw/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBCfl'ravel
Channel
Better than ever!!

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING ON
THURSDAY, JANUARY 30TH AT 7:30PM
Stop by The Hilltop Office at 2251 Sherman Ave., NW
on Friday, January 24 or Monday, January 27 between
1 Oam - 5pm to recieve a compilmentary pass for two to see

It's been a long
week already and
it's only just begun...

One pass per person. While supplies last. No purchase neccessary.

.

OPENS IN THEATRES JANl:JARM 3.1
.
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SYRACUSE SUMMER
STUDY ABROAD

»:»1l,suosplnhtoua,com
t-800-426-7710

# I Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Maiallan, Florida, SPadre.
110% Best Prices!
Book Now & get Free Parties &
Meals!
group Discounts, Now Hiring
Campus Reps!
J-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Attention Spring Breakers Travel
Free 2003 Free trips, drinks & meals
Party w/ MTV Hottest Destinations
Most Reliable

www,suosplashtours,com

TAKE YOUR PICK!

1-800-426-7710

For Rent
lRl>l>lD !ro:r !R!:n1
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Get The Messaae!
Well Make Sure TIiey Doll!
Place •• AD or Hllltoplc la the
Natloa s Laraest Black Colealate
Newspaper

Get Out Tbtre!!!!

I

35 Su.r.n'%n.er Frogra.tt1.s
All Over the 'World.!
Syra.cuse University
'Division of Interna.tiona.1 Progra.n:,.s Abroa.c:1.
(800) 251-9674

DIPAsun:,.@sun:,.n:,.a.il.syr.ec:1.u
http:/ / sun:,.n:,.era. broa.c::t..syr.ec:1.u

(202) 806-4749
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